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ABSTRACT OF THESIS
MUSCLE ACTIVATION ANALYSIS WITH KINEMATIC COMPARISON BETWEEN
WIND-UP AND STRETCH PITCHING WITH RESPECT TO THE UPPER AND LOWER
EXTREMITIES

Introduction: Baseball pitching is considered one of the most intense aspects within the
game of baseball, as well as the most complicated dynamic throwing task in all of sports.
The biomechanics of pitching have been heavily investigated in an attempt to identify
optimal pitching mechanics in terms of pitching performance. Previous quantified upper
body kinetics research has concluded that improved muscle strength is needed in
attempting to achieve adequate upper body kinetics and efficient pitching performances.
Therefore, it is the purpose of this research study to compare the lower extremity muscle
and upper extremity muscle activation patterns and kinematic variables associated with
the curveball pitch and the fastball pitch when pitching from the wind-up and stretch
position. Methods: Twelve skilled (competed at the NCAA collegiate level) baseball
pitchers volunteered to be research subjects for this study. The participants were fitted
with six surface electromyography (EMG) bipolar electrodes (Delsys Inc., Boston,
Massachusetts) on the stride leg biceps femoris, medial gastrocnemius, ipsilateral side
(throwing arm side) lower trapezius, upper trapezius, triceps brachii and biceps brachii.
Each participant underwent maximum voluntary isometric contraction (MVIC) testing
and then performed a pitching analysis. All EMG variables of interest were normalized
using MVIC data and then compared between pitching types and pitch delivery. Shoulder
rotation, shoulder abduction, elbow flexion and extension, elbow angular velocity and
pelvis rotation were determined using motion capture (Motion Analysis Corp., Santa
Rosa, SA) and Visual 3D software (C-Motion Inc., Germantown, MD). Paired t-tests and
factorial analyses were performed using SPSS (p ≤ 0.05). Results and Discussion:
Significant differences in the peak and mean muscle activity for the fastball and curveball
pitched from wind-up and stretch position were observed. Significant differences in the
kinematic variables between the fastball and curveball from the wind-up and stretch were
also observed. These findings suggest that upper and lower muscle activity could be
associated with enhanced pitching technique and pitching performance. Pitching
kinematic differences associated with the diverse pitch types as well as the multiple pitch
deliveries may impact the overall “wear and tear” on a pitcher’s health and pitching arm.
Conclusions: Many differences were found, between both the pitching type and the
pitching delivery as well as the kinematic variables. These findings suggest that upper
and lower muscle activity could be associated with enhanced pitching technique and
pitching performance to keep a baseball pitcher healthy and on the pitching mound longer
into the season, decreasing the rate of injury. Shoulder rotation and pelvis rotation as well
as the elbow angular velocity and elbow flexion-extension have an impact on the
pitcher’s ability to stay of the disabled list and in the game longer. Determining pitch
types along with delivery types that enhance the pitcher’s ability to stay active without
injury will provide a way to make the game of baseball safer for the future generation of
all stars.
KEYWORDS: Baseball, Electromyography, Biomechanics, Lower Extremity, Upper
Extremity, Pitching, Kinematics.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

Introduction
Baseball pitching is considered one of the most intense aspects within the game of
baseball, as well as the most complicated dynamic throwing task in all of sports. The
biomechanics of pitching have been heavily investigated in an attempt to identify optimal
pitching mechanics in terms of pitching performance and injury prevention. Previous
quantified upper body kinetics research has concluded that increased muscle strength is
needed to achieve optimal upper body kinetics and efficient pitching performances [5, 12,
13, 36, 37].It has also been reported that efficient energy transfer from the lower
extremity to the upper extremity is of the utmost important in achieving proper pitching
mechanics [12, 22, 27, 30, 31, 37, 40]. Recently it has been shown that kinetic and
kinematic differences exist between novice pitchers and elite pitchers. The differences
that have been seen between the two pitching groups have shown that there is an increase
in the individuals lower extremity muscle activation as well as an increase in the upper
extremity muscle activation in the novice pitching group when compared to the elite
pitching group [1, 38]. Among studies looking at differences in novice and elite athletes
with regards to their muscle activity, there have been studies that looked specifically at
the muscle activity in the lower extremity and trunk. Previous research has described that
lower extremity and trunk musculature must be activated prior to arm motion in an
attempt to produce normal muscle extremity motor patterns utilized during the pitching
motion [4, 23, 44]. Therefore, it is the accurate sequencing and moving of the body
segments during the pitching motion that allows for success.
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Stodden et al [40] has reported that it is essential to have the correct positioning of
the upper torso and the pelvis during the cocking phase of the arm through the
acceleration phase of the arm, in an attempt to achieve upper torso and pelvis rotational
velocity that is needed for an increased ball velocity. An increase in elbow and shoulder
proximal forces are associated with optimal positioning of the upper torso and pelvis [38,
40]. It has been reported by Aguinaldo et al [1] that professional pitchers will rotate their
torsos toward home plate at a much later time in the pitch technique than those pitchers
who are less skilled. Obtaining an optimum torso position as well as an optimum pelvis
rotation is dependent on musculature control of the lumbopelvic-hip complex as well as
having appropriate rotational timing. The activation of the lumbopelvic-hip complex
muscles is essential to the proximal-to-distal sequencing of the pitching cycle. With the
progression of the pitch from the pitcher, the lower extremity, torso and pelvis have to
work sequentially in an effort to generate the forces needed at the shoulder [32].
Therefore, the musculature control of the pelvis during the early phase of the pitching
cycle is imperative for the proper execution of the baseball pitch.
The importance of the kinetic chain with baseball pitching has been reported by
many different researchers[13, 21, 30, 32]The latissimus dorsi and the gluteus maximus
create a link from the lower extremity to the upper extremity via thoracolumbar fascia
[22, 30]. The scapula is also an essential aspect to pitching. The proper positioning of the
scapula as well as the link it creates to the kinetic chain has been addressed in many
research articles [22]. Optimal shoulder abduction position at the release of the baseball
reduces stress on the elbow. Matsuo et al [25]emphasized that proper positioning of the
scapula functions as the base for the humerus. The correct positioning of the scapula with
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the humerus allows for the abduction position at the shoulder at the release of the
baseball.
The imbalance of core musculature between the scapular stabilizing muscles and
the scapula-thoracic joint is known as scapular dyskinesia, as described by Kibler[22].
Scapular dyskinesia is defined as the loss of scapular stabilization resulting in early
lateral rotation of the scapula or early elevation[22, 23]. Scapular dyskinesia has been
linked to many shoulder injuries during baseball pitching. The loss of scapula
stabilization affects the normal range of motion at the glenohumeral joint, especially
during internal rotation. Baseball pitchers have been reporting glenohumeral internal
rotation deficit (GIRD) which is highly associated with shoulder injuries due to the
reduced subacromion joint space[7, 30]Therefore, having proper positioning of the
scapula with subsequent control of core musculature is significant to reducing the risk of
shoulder injuries.
Kibler additionally described that with the lumbopelvic-hip complex consisting of
the musculature of the trunk and the pelvis, this is responsible for the stability of the
pelvis and the spine with the core considered the center of the complex[22, 23].
Supplementary understanding of the lumbopelvic-hip complex and its role with the
kinetic chain is essential to baseball pitchers to try and prevent conceivable shoulder
injuries. Higher muscle activation of the core musculature, including the rectus
abdominis, internal oblique and lumbar paraspinous have been reported by Watkins et
al[41] on the stride leg at the beginning of the pitching phase when compared to the nonstride leg. In order to rotate and accelerate the trunk toward home plate, at the contact of
the stride leg foot, the muscle activation of the core increases on the non-stride leg side.
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Hirashita et al[18]has reported a proximal to distal sequential muscle activation pattern
from the upper trunk to the scapular protractors then on to the shoulder horizontal
adduction. The importance of the kinetic chain and the link between the scapular
musculature and the trunk is presented in this muscle activation pattern. The
lumbopelvic-hip complex’s muscle activities would affect the stabilization of the scapula,
which is a fundamental portion of pitching a baseball.
Along with the core muscles, the gluteal muscle group has been identified as one
of the main stabilizers for the pelvis[31, 32]. In previous research, reports on high school
pitchers, have shown consistently high muscle activation patterns in the gluteal
muscles[31, 32]It has been reported that there are significant relationships between the
rate of axial pelvis rotation and non-stride gluteus maximus as well as stride gluteus
medius through the point of maximum shoulder external rotation and ball release[32].
Throughout previous research studies, it has been described that the adductor muscle
group has great muscle activation throughout the whole pitching sequence[44]. In the
conclusions of Yamanouchi’s [44] article, the adductors were highly active during the
pitching sequence, stabilizing the pelvis and allowing for energy transfer. Although there
have been reports on core muscle activation during baseball pitching, [31, 32, 41, 44] the
musculature of the core as well as the lumbopelvic-hip complex are still not fully
understood within the realm of baseball pitching.
The biomechanical differences between different pitch types have been
studied[13, 15]Much research has been conducted on change-up pitches, but little
research has been done on pitching a curveball. Quantifying the muscle mechanics
responsible for adjusting the mechanics in the lumbopelvic-hip complex while
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performing the curveball pitch would greatly assist in understanding the mechanics of the
lumbopelvic-hip complex musculature.
While understanding the implications of throwing a diverse range of pitch types,
there is more to the story. A pitch type is only a factor of the complete pitching
sequencing which also involves a pitching technique for pitch delivery.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
There are two common variations of pitching: the wind-up and from the stretch.
To pitch from the stretch position, the pitcher will start with their back-foot parallel and
against the pitching rubber, the front foot closer to home plate and the trunk already
facing perpendicular to the direction of the throw[6]. From this position, the pitcher will
lift their front leg to lengthen their stride while also separating and abducting their two
arms during the stride motion[6]. To pitch from the wind-up position, the pitcher will
start in front of the pitching rubber with their heels against the rubber and their throwing
hand holding the ball in the glove in front of their chest[6]. Once in the forward-facing
position the pitcher will rotate his back-foot to be parallel with the rubber and he will lift
his front knee in front of the rotated chest. After the knee is lifted, he will stride his front
foot toward home plate as he abducts and separates his two arms[6]. The differences in
the kinetics, kinematics and temporal variables with the wind-up and stretch pitching
have been studied with respect to the fastball [6, 12, 20, 42]. There have been no studies
that have compared the kinetics, kinematics and temporal variables between the wind-up
and stretch pitching with respect to the curve-ball while also recording
electromyographical muscle activation.
To further understand the role of the torso and pelvis during the pitching
performance as well as the kinetics, kinematics and temporal variables at the shoulder
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and elbow joint during the wind-up and stretch pitching while throwing a curveball pitch,
an investigation of the muscles acting on the lumbopelvic-hip complex as well as the
muscles in the lower extremity and the upper extremity should be conducted.
PURPOSE
Therefore, it is the purpose of this study to compare the lower extremity muscle,
and upper extremity muscle activation patterns as well as kinematics associated with the
curveball pitch and the fastball pitch when pitching from the wind-up and stretch position
at the shoulder and elbow joint.
HYPOTHESES
There are multiple hypotheses for this research study: 1) there would be greater
shoulder internal and external rotation for a fastball pitch from the stretch delivery when
compared to the wind-up delivery as well as when compared to a curveball pitch, 2) the
elbow flexion/extension and elbow angular velocity would be greater at the elbow joint
for a fastball pitch thrown from the stretch delivery when compared to a wind-up delivery
as well as a curveball pitch, 3) the pelvis rotation would be greater for a fastball pitch
thrown from the stretch position when compared to the wind-up delivery as well as when
compared to the curveball pitch, 4) the muscle activation in the six muscles will show
individualized activation patterns between the two pitching stances during the six
pitching phases.
Pitching research has become a critical part of the game of baseball. Trying to
determine the kinematics and kinetics that combine to create a world-renowned baseball
player has been increasing in popularity over the last few decades. Many baseball
pitching studies have been published on the traditional stretch delivery with the high
intensity fastball pitch. A few studies have looked at the differences in the traditional
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stretch delivery and the slide step delivery with a curveball and a fastball. All of these
studies have come to the conclusion that pitching from the stretch with a fastball can be
one of the most dangerous combinations a baseball pitcher can use. With the lack of
research specifically on the diverse pitch types including the curveball as well as the
different pitching deliveries, the question arose of how accurate was this fastball- stretch
conclusion.
Looking into specific kinematic variables such as shoulder rotation, elbow
angular velocity, elbow flexion-extension and pelvis rotation for multiple pitch types
from two different pitch deliveries can help to confirm or refute the previous literature
that pitching a stretch fastball is putting the pitching at more risk of injury that any other
pitch. The common stigma in baseball with pitchers, coaches and fans; is that pitching
from the wind-up is more stressful than pitching from the stretch and that pitching a
curveball is the harder on your shoulder and elbow than throwing a fastball. With this
thought process, younger and younger athletes are going to be instructed to pitch more
frequently from the stretch position and deliver fastballs at a higher rate when compared
to any other pitch type. If the previous literature is accurate with their findings about the
fastball, this trickle-down effect of the aversion to throwing curveballs would be more
harmful to the athlete than helpful.
The goal of this research project is to help clarify existing differences in the
literature and provide information on specific pitch types and specific pitch deliveries.
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CHAPTER TWO: EXPANDED LITERATURE REVIEW
The purpose of this study was to compare the lower extremity muscle activation
patterns and upper extremity muscle activation patterns as well as the kinematics
associated with the curveball pitch and the fastball pitch when pitching from the wind-up
and stretch position at the shoulder and elbow joint. The literature review section
provides information on previous research studies that have looked into the kinematics,
kinetics and electromyographal activation of muscles during baseball and over-head
throwing motions. Additional research on limb movement sequencing in relation to
baseball pitching has been provided in this section.

Baseball Pitching research
Kinematics & Kinetics
Papas et al., in 1985 looked into the most common complaint among baseball
pitchers: why are some atheltes getting upper extremity shoulder and elbow injuires at a
high rate, while others seemingly never get hurt[34]? He looked at the “normal”
biomechanics of a healthy and functioning shoulder which performing a normal baseball
pitching routine. Duirng the pitching cycle he looked into the pathomechanics of shoulder
problems, the flexibility that is essential for the throwing shoulder and the necessary
balance of the shoudler mucles needed for an effective throwing shoulder.
Papas Filmed fifteen major league pitchers using high speed cinematography[35].
One hundred forty-seven of the pitches were examinied using a microcomputer and
electromagnetic digitizer. Three specific phases of the throwing cycle were studied:
cocking, acceleration, and follow-through. Papas et al., defined the cocking phase as the
amount of time from the initiation of the windup through the moment the shoulder is in
maximum external rotation. The acceleration phase is defined as the time period from the
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moment the throwing shoulder is in maximum external rotation and continues until the
release of the ball. The follow-through phase of the pitching cycle begins at the moment
of ball release and continues until the pitching motion has stopped.
The acceleration phase of the pitching cycle as well as the initial stage of the
follow-through phase, both produce extraordinary demands on the elbow and the
shouder[35]. The majority of the follow-through phase brings the shoulder into an
tremendous degree of external rotation.
Fifteen professional baseball pitchers in 1989 underwent active motion analysis of
various muscles used in the torque transfer in baseball pitching[41]. The pitching motion
analysis bilaterally examined the abdominal oblique, rectus abdominis, lumbar
paraspinous and gluteus maximus muscles[41]. All of the muscle activations were
recorded using surface electrodes. Watkins et al., took baseline resting muscle active
values as well as isometric maximum values to use as a refernce againt the active data.
During the normal pitching sequencing, the muscle activity of the mucles mentioned
aboved, were collected. Watkins found that the abdominal oblique, lumbar paraspinous
and rectus abdominis on the non-throwing arm, as well as the ipsilateral gluteus
maximus had increases in the muscle activity of 75% to 100% during the pitching
sequence.
In 1993, Werner at el., performed a study to quantify the joint kinematics, joint
kinetics and muscle activity around the elbow as well as to explain how each of these can
be related to injury prevention and rehabilitation. Two, 500 fame cameras were synched
and captured video data for each pitcher’s fastest pitch thrown into the strike zone[42].
This fastest pitch was used to determine the three-dimensional motion. Muscle activation
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was monitored at the triceps, biceps, wrist flexor-pronator group and wrist extensor
group.
The position, velocity and acceleration were all calculated for both the elbow and
the shoulder. The joint loads were calculated using inverse dynamics. The compression
force at the elbow prevented the foreman from distracting out of the joint. When the ball
was released from the hand, the elbow was extended from 85° to 20°[42]. This
corresponded to a maximum elbow extension velocity of approximately 2300°/sec[42].
The extension torque of the elbow kept increasing until it reached the beginning of elbow
extension at 40Nm[42]. After the release of the ball, a maximum torque for elbow flexion
was 55Nm. Until the elbow was in the extension phase of the pitch, the biceps were
actively firing. A centrifugal force due to the rotation of the shoulder created a very large
extension at the elbow and an angular acceleration that helped to accelerate the baseball.
The external rotation of the shoulder reached 185° at the maximum
Fleisig et al., in 1995 performed a study looking at the joint kinetics for three time
instances that were determined to be the critical points during the pitching motion for
highly skilled baseball pitchers. Twenty-six highly skilled baseball players took part in
the research study ranging in age from ten years old to thirty-six years old [12]. Each
player was determined to be highly skilled based on their performance during testing,
medical history and athletic history. All of the subjects were healthy for the study,
meaning that they did not currently have any injuries or they were not recovering from
any injuries. After measuring height and weight, each subject was allowed to perform
their own normal pitching warmup. After the warmup, ten fastball pitches were throw for
the data collection. All of the pitches were thrown from a portable mound toward a strike-
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zone ribbon that was hanging over home plate (60.5 feet from the mound)[12]. Looking
at the results of the study, we can see that two critical points were identified during the
pitch. The first critical point occurred near the end of the arm cocking phase. At this point
the elbow is flexed 95°+/- 10° and has a varus torque of 64+/- 12N-m[12]. The second
critical point occurred when the arm was in the deceleration phase. At this point the
elbow is flexed 25°+/- 10° and an internal rotation torque was acting on the shoulder
and not on the elbow [12]. The varus torque at the elbow is decreasing after the point of
maximal external rotation of the shoulder where is it seen to be at its greatest. The varus
torque that is seen in the elbow joint at the forearm throughout the entire pitch is used to
counteract the valgus torque that can cause medial elbow injuries, lateral elbow
compression injuries and a wedging effect of the olecranon into the olecranon fossa.
Overhand pitching demands interaction between all limb segments. In 1998,
MacWilliams et al., constructed a study looking at ground reaction forces in both the
push-off and landing leg for baseball pitchers[24]. They looked at six collegiate basbeall
pitchers and one high school baseball pitcher for this study. Kinematic data forthe entire
body were recorded to deterine the phases in the pitching cycle. To help with the
determination of the phases, ground reaction force data were used[24]. The results of the
study showed that the pitchers generated a push-off leg shear force of 0.35 body weight
in the direction of the pitch and a landing leg force of 0.72 body weight to resist[24].
When the pitcher had an increase in their driving leg force at foot contact, they were also
shown to have an increase in their wrist velocity. MacWilliams determined that
strengthening of the lower extremities for a pitcher, is important not only to enhance
performance but also to try and avoid injury.
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Fleisig et al., in 1999 performed a research study with twenty-three youth, thirtythree high school, one hundred and fifteen college, and sixty professional baseball
pitchers[13]. For this study sixteen kinematic, eight kinetic, and six temporal variables
were collected[13].
The kinematic variables were broken down into foot contact phase, arm cocking
phase, arm acceleration phase and ball release phase[13]. The kinematic variables at the
foot contact phase were as follows: stride length, shoulder external rotation, elbow
flexion and knee flexion. The kinematic variables at arm cocking were: maximal pelvis
velocity, maximum upper torso velocity, maximum elbow flexion, maximum horizonal
shoulder abduction, shoulder maximum external rotation[13]. The kinematic variables at
arm acceleration were: maximum elbow extension, maximum internal shoulder rotation.
The last set of kinematic variables at ball release were: elbow flexion, horizontal shoulder
adduction, trunk tilt, knee flexion and ball speed[13].
The temporal variables were as follows: maximum pelvis angualr velocity,
maximum upper torso angualr velocity, maximual shoulder external rotation, maximual
elbow angualr velocity, ball release and maximual shoulder internal rotation angular
velocity[13].
Kinetic variables were broken down into arm cocking phase, arm acceleration
phase and arm deceleration phase. The variables with-in the arm cocking phase were:
elbow varus torque, shoulder internal rotation torque, shoulder anterior force. In the arm
acceleration phase the only variable was elbow flexion torque[13]. Arm deceleration
phase had elbow proximal force, shoulder proximal force, shoulder posterior force and
shoulder horizontal abduction torque.
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The investigators reported based on the results of the study that only one of the
eleven kinematic position variables while all five velocity variables showed significant
differences among the four different level groups[13]. With the increase in the
competition level there was a significant increase in all of the eight kinetic
parameters[13]. Subsequently, this study agreese with the idea that children should be
taught the proper mitching mechancs young to help throughout their career, since sixteen
of the seventeen temporal and position parameters had no significant differnce.
In 2001, Murray et al., performed a study that investigated the kinetic c and
kinematic changes of long term pitching in a baseball setting [29]. Seven major league
baseball pitchers participated as subjects for this study[29]. Each individual player was
videotaped with 120 Hz-high-speed cameras during multiple innings of a baseball game.
For each of the seven athletes, two fastballs were chosen for analysis. The first fastball
was recorded during the first inning while the second fastball was videoed during the
final inning of the game[29]. The kinetic parameters and the kinematic parameters were
calculated for the four phases of the pitching motion. The pitch cycle was divided into:
the windup phase, cocking phase, acceleration phase, and follow-through[29]. The paired
t-tests showed that all seven parameters studied changed significantly between the
fastball thrown in the early inning and the fastball thrown in the late innings[29]. There
was a decrease in maximum external rotation of the shoulder and knee angle at ball
release, horizontal adduction torque at both release and its maximum value and ball
velocity[29].
Another study performed in 2001, this time by Werner et al., examined the
extreme torque and force as well as the range of motion in the throwing shoulder of a
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baseball pitcher [43]. Forty professional Major League Baseball pitchers participated in
the study during the 1998 Cactus League [43]. This study was performed with the intent
of trying to identify potential throwing injuries and intervention strategies by quantifying
joint loads and kinematic paramaters. The variables recorded for this study were as
follows: maximum shoulder external rotation angle, eblow angle at ball release, elbow
angle at stride foot contcat, peak shoulder external torque and peak shoulder abduction
torque[43]. During the acceleration phase of the pitching cycle while the shoulder is
horizontally adducting and internally rotating, it was found that there were distractive
forces acting on the shoulder joint at greater than 100% of the subject body weight[43].
This increase in distractive forces may potentially make the joint susceptible to
pathologic conditions at the labrum and rotator cuff[43]. Decreasing the magnitude of the
distraction at the shoulder would lead to a reduction in chance of shoulder joint injury.
One hundred and sixty-three elite level upper extremity athletes were studied by
Ellenbecker et al., in 2002[7]. One hundred and seventeen of these athletes were junior
tennis players and forty-six of the athletes were baseball pitchers[7]. This research study
was designed to measure glenohumeral joint internal and external rotation. To compare
the rotational range of motion betwwen unilaterally dominant upper extremity athletes
both baseball pitchers and tennis players were evulated[7]. An ANOVA with post hoc
test revealed that there was no significant difference in the total range of motion between
the upper extremities in baseball pitchers whereas there was significantly less total range
of motion of the dominant arm for the elite junior tennis players[7].
Werner et al., reported in 2002 on a research study with the purpose of looking at
the relationship between the elbow stress in professional baseball players and the
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kinematic parameters of pitching mechanics. Forty professional baseball pitchers
participated in the study. Data were collected in game situations during the Cactus
League in Arizona during MLB Spring Training. A twenty-four-point calibration frame
was videotaped by three cameras at the same time[43]. Vertical and horizontal reference
markers were placed on the pitching mound to create a reference frame. At least 2
innings were taped for each of the forty pitchers. A peak performance Motus system was
used to digitize the locations of the ball and the twenty landmarks on the subject. Linear
velocity and acceleration was determined for each of the landmarks during the windup
phase, temporal phase, cocking phase, acceleration phase and follow-through phase[43].
A statistical software was used to calculate the linear relationship between elbow
valgus stress and specific kinematic parameters of the pitching mechanics. The
magnitude of the valgus stress put on the elbow was increased when the shoulder had a
greater degree of abduction, when the shoulder had an increased adduction angular
velocity, an increase in the elbow angle at peak valgus torque and a decreased external
rotation torque at the shoulder.
In 2004 Sabick et al., studied twenty-five professional baseball pitchers and
looked at torques acting on the humerus during a pitch[37]. They found that near
maximum shoulder external rotation there was a mean axial torque range of 76Nm to
108Nm[37]. This was asssociated with an external rotation of the distal end of the
humerus. The externally rotated distal end is consistent with spiral fractures of the
humerus seen in baseball pitchers[37]. Sabick et al., concluded that if a fracture is going
to occur it will most likely occur around maximum shoulder external rotation where there
is a peak in humeral axial torque[37].
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Later on in 2004, Sabick et al, performed another research study looking at youth
baseball pitchers valgus torque [38]. Fourteen youth baseball pitchers were videoed
throwing fastballs. The video data were used to calculate the kinetics and kinematics at
the shoulder and elbow joints[38]. The weight of the player was seen to be closely
correleated with the the magnitude of the valgus torque. The peak valgus torque of the
elbow at18Nm[38]. Limiting the number of innings pitched per baseball game and
baseball season is likley the most effective way to lower the risk of elbow injury in young
pitchers.
In 2006 Fleisig et al., conducted a research study looking at collegiate baseball
pitchers throwing four different pitches[15]. Twenty-one collegiate pitchers were
instucted to throw a fastball, change-up, slider and curveball while kinetics of the
shoulder, elbow and wrist were calculated[15]. The change-up pitch had significantlly
less internal rotation torque, horizontal adduction torque, abduction torque, and proximal
force when looking at the shoulder joint when compared to the other pitches. The
greatest adduction force at the shoulder was seen with the fastball[15]. Significant
kinematic differences were seen between the curveball and the fastball, however very
little differents were seen in the kinetics.
Matsuo and Fleisig in 2006 conducted a simulation and regression analysis on
thirty-three collegite level baseball pitchers to study the effects of lateral trunk tilt and
shoulder abduction on varus torque at the elbow[26]. The regression analyses performed
on the different variables from the pitch did not show any significant relationship. With
that being said, the computer simulation did indicate that there was a significant
relationship between the shoulder abduction and peak elbow varus torque as well as the
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lateral trunk tilt and peak elbow varus torque[26]. With simulated data, all confounding
variables are accounted for and there is no room for error. The simulation would be an
accurate measurment if the world was perfect and nothing would effect the outcome of a
real-life research setting. Since the simulation is assuming that everything in the trial was
perfect, it would be able to detect even the smallest of variation and be able to determine
significance. With the real-life trial, small variations may not be able to be pickced up or
resorded and therefore, significance would not be able to be dteremined.
In 2006, Olen et al., conducted a research survey with one hundred and forty
youth basball pitchers[33]. Ninety-five of the pitchers had previously had elbow or
shoulder surgery while the other forty-five pitchers had never suffered from any
significant baseball pitching inury[33]. Olsen found that the individuals who had
previously had shoulder or elbow injury also had a significantly greater pitch count per
inning, more innings pitched per game, more gmes played per month and more months of
baseball per year. He also found that these same individuals were normally starting
pitchers who pitched with a greater velocity and suffered from more frequent arm fatigue
and pain[33]. Both of the survey groups were matched in age but the individuals who had
been injured were significantly heavier and taller than the other group of ptchers.
Thirty-eight baseball pitchers from youth baseball all the way to professional
baseball were recruited to participate in a research study by Aguinaldo et al., in 2007[1].
This study ivestigated the effects of trunk rotation on shoulder rotation during a baseball
pitch. Thirty-eight pitchers from youth, high school, college and professional ook part in
this study . The pofessional baseball pitcheres in the study were found to rotate their
trunk significantly later in the pitch cycle as well as have the least amount of rotational
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torque[1]. The timing of the rofessional pitchers trunk rotation was shown to be
optimized, which allowed for the pitching shoulder to have decreased joint loading by
conserving the momentum that was generated by the trunk[1]. With this optimized trunk
rotation in the elite baseball pitchers compared to the college, high school and youth
players, it was shown that there is a specific pattern that can be used while pitching to
increase the efficiency of the pitch with also decreasing the risk of injury from overuse.
Escamilla et al., in 2007 looked at ten collegiate baseball pitchers while they
pitched for seven to nine innings on an indoor pitching mound[9]. Each inning the pitcher
was only allowed to throw a maximum of fifteen pitches[9]. Escamilla used a 6-camera
three deminsional digitizing system that collected video data at 200-Hz. Kinematic and
kinetic variables were observed throughout mutliple phases of the pitch cycle. The
kinemtic variables were taken during stride foot contcat, arm cocking phase, arm
acceleration phase and ball release. Kinetic variables were measured at arm cocking
phase, arm acceleration phase and arm deceleration phase[9].
The kinematic variables observed at stride foot contact were: stride length,
shoulder abduction, shoulder external rotation, shoulder horizontal adduction, knee
flexion and elbow flexion. Arm cocking variables were: maximum shoulder external
rotation, maximum shoulder horizontal adduction, maximum elbow flexion, maximum
pelvis angualr veocity and maximum upper torso angualr velocity[9]. Arm acceleration
variables included: mean shoulder abduction, maximum elbow extension angualr velocity
and maximum shoulder internal rotation angualr velocity. Ball release variables were:
knee flexion, forward trunk tilt, lateral trunk tilt, elbow flexion, shoulder horizontal
adduction and ball velocity[9].
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The kinetic variables observed at arm cocking were as follows: shoulder anterior
force, shoulder horizontal adduction torque, shoulder internal rotation torque, elbow
medial force and elbow varus torque[9]. Arm acceleration phase only had one variable
which was, elbow flexion torque. The following variables were recorded for arm
deceleration phase: shoulder proximal force, elbow proximal force, shoulder adduction
torque, shoulder posterior force and shoulder horizontal adduction torque[9].
The video data showed that as the innings progressed and the pitcher reached
muscular fatigue, there was a significant decrease in ball velocity as well as a change in
trunk angle to an almost vertical position during the last inning of pitching when
compared to the first inning [9].
In 2008 Dun et al., compared the kinetics, kinematics and temporal characteristics
between the stretch position and wind-up position during pitching. Twenty-eight
professional baseball players participated in this research study[6]. All of the subjects
were tested in an indoor biomechanics lab where they had to wear tight fitting clothing.
The measurements for the humerus were taken from the acromion process to the lateral
epicondyle while the radial length was taken from the radial styloid process to the
humeral epicondyle. Angular and linear velocity as well as acceleration were calculated
using a five-point central difference method[6]. The maximum elbow varus torque,
maximum shoulder internal rotation torque and maximum shoulder horizontal torque
were all analyzed for differences. This study found that there was not a statistically
significant difference with the kinematics or the temporal variables between a fastball
thrown from a wind-up and a fastball thrown from the stretch. The greater amount of
energy that is generated when pitching a fastball from the wind-up might allow the
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pitcher to shorten the temporal variables of 1) time from stride foot contact to maximal
external shoulder rotation (ms) and 2) time from maximal shoulder external rotation to
ball release (ms) when compared to a fastball thrown from the stretch[6]. The
biomechanics between the wind-up and the stretch saw no difference in the kinetics or
timing of the pitch and the researches have concluded that pitching from the stretch is not
more stressful to the shoulder and elbow.
In 2008, Reinold et al., examined the acute effects of baseball pitching on the
range of motion in the shoulder and elbow of professional athletes. Sixty-seven
professional baseball pitchers participated in the study, where fifty-one of them were
right hand dominate and sixteen of them were left hand dominate[36]. Measurements of
bilateral passive internal shoulder rotation and external shoulder rotation were taken at
90° of abduction and 10° of horizontal adduction[36]. The flexion and the extension of
the elbow was also looked at. For the external rotation of the shoulder as well as the
elbow flexion and elbow extension, the range of motion ended when the subjects bony
end or capsule was felt[36]. For the internal rotation of the shoulder the range of motion
was stopped when the extremity was visibly lifting off the table[36]. All the shoulder
measurements had the fulcrum of the goniometer positioned over the olecranon process
with a perpendicular arm and an aligned arm with the ulnar. The elbow measurements
had the fulcrum of the goniometer positioned over the lateral epicondyle of the humerus,
where one arm was the length of the humerus and the other was the length of the radius.
The measurements for the study were taken before any warm-up was performed and after
the throwing program was completed. They found that there was a significant reduction
in the internal rotation at the shoulder as well as the extension range of motion at the
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elbow immediately after pitching, when looking specifically at the pitching arm shoulder
joint and elbow joint[36]. Passive range of motion has been shown to be significantly
decreased immediately following baseball pitching. Shoulder external rotators as well as
elbow flexors have high levels of eccentric muscle activity during pitching. The eccentric
muscle activity seen in the shoulder joint and elbow joint may contribute to acute
musculotendinous adaptions as well as altering the range of motion of the shoulder joint
and elbow joint[36]. The musculotendinous adaptions and change in range of motion of
the elbow joint and should joint potentially lead to having the significant decrease in
passive range of motion immediately following pitching a baseball.
Oliver and Keeley performed a research study in 2010 looking at torso kinematics
and their relationship to the pelvis kinematics for high-school baseball pitchers[31].
Kinematics of the pelvis as well as the kinematics of the torso were collected at foot
contact, maximum shoulder external rotation, maximum shoulder internal rotation and
ball release. Gluteus maximus activity was shown in the baseball pitchers to be greater
than 100% of their maximum voluntary isometric contraction. This was seen all
throughout the stride phase and arm-cocking phase of the pitching sequence. It was also
noticed that the pitchers had an increase in muscle activity from the completion of the
stride phase throughout the entirity of the arm-cocking phase[31]. Significant
relationships were seen between the rate of axial pelvis rotation and gluteal activity. No
significant relationship was seen between the rate of axial torso rotation and gluteal
activity[31].
In the beginning of 2011 Fleisig et al., looked to quantify the prevalence of
pitching injuries of youth baseball players who had been followed for ten years[11]. Four
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hundred and eighty-one youth baseball pitchers between the ages of nine years old and
fourteen years old took part in this longitutional study[11]. Each of these athletes was
interviewed annually. For consistency across all of the players, the term injury was used
only when the pitcher had undergone shoulder surgery or elbow surgery. If the player
also retired from the game of baseball as a result of a throwing injury that was also
considered part of the injury definition[11]. Fleisig et al., found that the youth baseball
pitchers who had pitched over a hundred innings in a single baseball season were 3.5
times more likely to be injured[11]. Limiting the number of innings pitched per year for a
youth athlete may help to reduce the risk of suffering from a thowing injury.
Later on, in the 2011 year, Fleisig et al., tested for kinetic and kinematic
differences in a fastball being throw from a baseball mound and a fastball being throw
from flat ground during long-toss. Seventeen elite college baseball pitchers were included
in this study where they had to throw 18.4m from a mound to the strike zone, 37m, 55m
and a maximum distance from flat ground[14]. Each participate had twenty-one markers
attached to their body[14]. Nine position parameters were measured at foot contact:
shoulder external rotation, elbow flexion, shoulder horizontal abduction, shoulder
adduction, pelvis angle, upper trunk tilt, stride length, front knee flexion and the foot
position[14]. The elbow extension was determined to be at its greatest when performing
the maximum distance long-toss than when pitching off of the mound. As the distance
increased from the mound to the maximum distance the stride length and knee flexion
decreased while the upper trunk tilt increased. For the maximum distance throw, during
the arm cocking phase, the elbow flexion and the extremal rotation of the shoulder were
at their greatest[14].
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At ball release, the forward trunk tilt and flexion of the front knee decreased as
the throwing distance increased. The maximum distance throw had the greatest upper
trunk rotation velocity and pelvis rotation velocity. The elbow extension velocity was
significantly greater in the maximum distance throw. The peak internal shoulder rotation
and peak elbow varus torque were greater in the fastball performed at maximal
distance[14]. Fleisig et al., determined that as the throwing distance increased the pitcher
had a more inclined position at foot contact (trunk tilted upward)[14].
They also found elbow flexion was greatest for the maximum throwing distance
when compared to the gradual increase throwing distance from the pitching mound to
long toss. Ball velocity was the same when throwing from a normal pitching mound
position, 37m distance and 55m distance. Ball velocity decreased at the maximum
distance but not significantly. He found that as the throwing distance increased there was
a switch from the pitcher having rotation in the sagittal plane and producing more
rotation in the transverse plane)[14]. This switch from sagittal plane to transverse plane
showed that the pitchers had less knee flexion and less trunk tilt and increased their pelvis
angular velocity, upper trunk angular velocity, elbow flexion velocity and elbow
extension velocity)[14].
Keeley et al., in 2012 compared the shoulder kinematics between traditional
stretch baseball deliveries and slide step deliveries[20]. Thirty-seven high school baseball
pitchers participated in this research study. The average of the three fastest pitches going
through the strike-zone were analyzed for both the traditional stretch delivery and the
slide step delivery[20]. At the moment of foot contact as well as at ball release there were
no differences seen between the stretch and slide step deliveries. At maximum shoulder
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external rotation there were however, significant differences seen in regards to plane of
elevation, elevation and axial rotation of the shoulder joint[20].
Plane of elevation was defined as the Y-axis where 0 degrees was shoulder
abduction and 90 degrees was flexion. Elevation was was defined at the X’ axis and
Axial rotation was denoted at the Y’’ axis depicting shoulder internal rotation and
shoulder external rotation[20]. Keeley et al., observed that the pitch velocity was slightly
increased when pitching from the traditional stretch versus the slide step delivery,
however, the difference was not significant[20].
No differences were observed between the traditional pitch delivery and the slide
step delivery with regards to plane of elevation, elevation and axial rotation at foot
contact and maximum shoulder internal rotation. At the moment of shoulder external
rotation, shoulder plane of elevation, shoulder elevation and shoulder axial rotation were
all different. This difference in all three variables for maximal shoulder external rotation,
indicates that with the traditional pitch delivery the humerus is in a position of greater
horizontal abduction, greater elevation and less external rotation[20].
Two years later in 2014, Erickson et al., looked to determine the rate of return to
pitching in Major League Baseball after having undergone medial ulnar collateral
ligament reconstruction[8]. They wanted to establish the rate of return to pitching in the
MLB after ulnar collateral ligament reconstruction, the rate in either the MLB or minor
league combined, pitching performance after returning and the difference in the return
rate and performance between pitchers who underwent UCL reconstruction and matched
controls without injuries[8]. A total of one hundred and seventy-nine pitchers with ulnar
collateral ligament tears who had endured reconstruction took place in the study. 148
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pitchers were able to return to playing baseball at the major league level while 174
pitchers returned to the combination of both major league baseball and minor league
baseball. Only 5 pitchers from the study never returned to any type of pitching
activity[8].
One year later in 2015 Conte et al., looked to determine the prevalence of Ulnar
Collateral Ligament reconstruction in Major League Baseball pitchers[3]. The responses
included 722 major league pitchers and 4366 minor league players[3]. Of the 5088
players that had responded to the survey, 497 of them had undergone UCL reconstruction
surgery at least one time[3]. 16% of the players who answered the survey were pitchers
who had undergone reconstruction surgery, which compared to only 3% of the nonpitchers who had undergone the surgery[3]. MLB pitchers, relief pitchers and older
pitchers all had a higher occurrence rate for suffering from an injury that required
reconstruction of the UCL. When looking at the difference between right handed and lefthanded pitchers, there was nothing statistically significant with their UCL reconstruction
rate[3]. 86% of the players from the MLB had undergone UCL surgery while being a
professional athlete where only 61% of the players had undergone the surgery while in
high school[3]. When asked in the questionnaire if the players would have reconstruction
surgery if necessary, 72% of the players said that they would[3].
Fabricant et al., in 2015 investigated the rate of return to play among major league
baseball athletes after syuffered from an anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction as well
as wanting to determine the impact of anterior cruciate ligament injury has on the ability
to perform baseball-specific tasks[10]. Data from the years 1999 to 2012 involving
anterior cruciate ligamnet injuries was gathered as well as player specific statistics.
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Fabricant found that twenty-three of twenty-six major league baseball players were able
to return to at least thirty games after underegoing an anterior cruciate ligament
reconstruction surgery[10]. They found that the overall rate of return to playing at a
major league baseball levell after an anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction was 88%.
The side of the anterior cruciate ligament injury had no effect on the number of stolen
bases or on the number of times a player was caught stealing[10].
Later on, in 2015, Fronek et al., looked at the functional performance status of
minor league baseball pitchers[16]. They believed that when using the Kerlan-Jobe
Orthopedic Clinic score for shoulder function and performance, the professional baseball
pitchers in the minor leagues would have a higher score if they had been playing with an
elbow or shoulder injury[16]. Data on pre-participation scores were collected from three
hundred and sixty-six minor league baseball pitchers. Witht the inclusion of all the
pitchers there was a mean score of 92.8 points. This large shoulder function and
performance score indicates that participating pitchers' shoulder function and
performance were high[16]. It was seen that the minor league pitchers who had not
received treatment after suffering from a shoulder injury had significantly higher scores
when compared to the pitcher who had received treatment[16].
In 2016 Keller et al., evaluated whether major league baseball pitchers who had
had ulnar collateral ligament reconstruction will have a higher pitching velocity
compared to their matched control. They also looked at if the pitch velocity was a
specific risk factor for subsequent UCL injuries. The pitchers who had suffered from a
UCL reconstruction were found based on the team websites, press releases indicating
players had suffered an injury, personal websites and statistical websites[21]. The two
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seasons prior to the UCL injury were looked at and the performance pitching velocities
were calculated. 83 pitchers were in the control group based on their age, size and year in
the big leagues[21]. No significant difference was found between fastball velocity,
curveball velocity, slider velocity or change-up velocity. The pitchers who had a ulnar
collateral ligament reconstruction had a significantly higher percentage of fastballs
thrown (46.8%) than did the control pitchers (39.7%)[21]. The study found that there
was a 2% increase in the risk of suffering from an ulnar collateral ligament injury for
every 1% increase in the number of fastballs thrown[21]. The pitch velocity after ulnar
collateral ligament reconstruction was found to not be statistical significant when
compared to the control group[21]. The pitchers who had suffered from a ulnar collateral
ligament reconstruction injury had a higher maximal velocity on the baseball than the
control of non-injured pitchers[21].
EMG
Jobe et al., in 1994 [19] looked to gather a better understanding muscle activation
patterns could lead to rehabilitation programs that were more effective for the baseball
pitcher. Indwelling wire electrodes were used to record the output from the brachialis,
biceps brachii, long head of the triceps brachii, lateral head of the triceps brachii,
pectoralis major, latissimus dorsi and serratus anterior for four professional baseball
pitchers[19]. All of the EMG activity was recorded while the baseball pitcher was
throwing a fastball pitch. He found that during the wind-up phase and the early part of the
cocking phases showed minimal muscle activity across the: brachialis, biceps brachii,
long head of the triceps brachii, lateral head of the triceps brachii, pectoralis major,
latissimus dorsi and serratus anterior[19]. During the late cocking phase (occurred after
the front foot was firmly planted on the pitching mound), there was moderate activity
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seen in the biceps brachii[19]. The cocking phase (trunk starts to rotate forward, while the
arm is still in an elevated position and the elbow is flexed) was concluded by the
pectoralis major and latissimus dorsi. During the acceleration phase, the was inactivity of
the biceps brachii, whereas the pectoralis major, latissimus dorsi, triceps and serratus
anterior were all shown to be active. At this point in the pitching cycle, there was a
termination of the external shoulder rotation as well as flexion at the elbow[19].
Yamanouchi et al., in 1998 evaluated the contractions of the muscles of the lower
extremities during baseball pitching [44]. He collected data on twenty total subjects: ten
were high school level baseball pitchers and the other ten were individuals without any
baseball club prior experience. He used motion capture and EMG to investigate lower
extermity action during the pitch The pitching sequence was divided into two phases that
were determiend by the non-pivot leg landning position[44]. The EMG muscle activity
was studied for two seconds prior to landing through two seconds after landing to help set
the specific determination for each of the two phases. The abductor hip muscles and
adductor hip muscles muscles the lower extremity muscles in both skill group of players
were shown to be highly contracted[44]. This finding was consistent with the observation
that pitching tends to lead to adductor muscle disorders. Strengthening the addu ctor and
its antagonist abductor can therefore directly influence the capability for pitching, and
can reduce the risk for the adductor disorders.
Hirashima et al, in 2002 conducted an investigation to determine if there is
proximal-to-distal sequential muscle activity in the upper extremity, and if so, what was
the functional role of the proximal-to-distal segment sequencing[18]. The research team
used surface electromyograhy for seventeen muscles located in the upper extremity and
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abdomen. The muscles were tracked during overarm throwing and were used to detect the
onset and peak times of muscle activity[18]. The results indicated that muscle activity
was observed from the scapular protractors to the shoulder horizontal flexors
sequencially and from the shoulder horizontal flexors to the elbow extensor
sequencially[18]. The ipsilateral external oblique was found to start contracting after the
contraction of the external oblique on the contralateral side of the body’s throwing
arm[18]. As the foot of the athlete hit the ground,the external oblique was found to the
start activating[18] The final finding of the study showed that the rectus abdominis
showed mucle activity just before the point of release of the baseball.
Limb Movement and Sequencing
Understanding the evolution of pitching research should be aided by the
understanding of sequential limb movement and the proximal to distal sequencing of the
whole body during motion.
In 1982 Cordo et el., assessed rapid postural adjustments correlated with
voluntary movements that disrupt postural equilibrium[4]. The motor activities that the
research team looked at were: associated postural adjustments and voluntary focal
movements. All of the subjects for the study were human and were asked to perform a
variety of movement tasks on a hand-held manipulandum. The manipulandum resulted in
disturbances to the individuals postural equilibrium. The movements that interacted with
each of the subject’s environment, was allowed a more accurate comparison of the
postural adjustments. Each of the postural adjustments were associated with focal
movements. Prior to the start of the study and throughout the duration of the study, the
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support surface, handle forces, body sway and electromyographic signals, were
monitored[4].
All of the subjects were either pushed on a stiff interface (the handle), pulled on a
stiff interface, or the individuals responded to the handle petrubations in a predetermined
way[4]. All of these three activities were carried out with different degrees of steady-state
postural stability. Cordo determined that the postural activities ensue with segmental
stretch reflexes and self-initiated movements. They found that adjustments to the posture
were initiated before focal movements, except for the biceps stretch reflex[4]. A
reciprocal gain vs. threshold relationship was seen between the focal components and the
postural components. They noticed that when an individuals stability was high thier
postural activity was reduced and their focal activity was enhanced.
The postural activities which are associated with an individuals focal movements
were determined to share a number of properties with automatic postural adjustments.
This overlap in orginazation was seen to help increase the support of surface
movements[4]. This research team proposed a conceptual model: it suggested a simple
way the reciprocal influence of the postural set on both the postural movemnt and focal
movement components, as well as the temporal sequencing might be accomplished[4].
Zattara and Bouisset looked into the orginizationand anticipatory postural
adjustments that are associated with voluntary upper limb movemntin 1988 [45]. In this
study the elevation of the upper limb was performed at maximal velocity in three
different conditions. The three conditions are as follows: bilateral flexion, unilateral
flexion without additional inertia and unilateral flexion with additional inertia[45].
Surface electromyography was used to record the activities of the anterior part of the
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deltoid and of the main muscles of the scapular gridle,trunk,pelvis and lower limbs. The
tangential acceleration of the arm at the wrist level and the and anterior-posterior
accelerations of other body segments were recorded by small accelerometers[45].
Zattara found that before the anterior deltoid is activated, there is a sequence of
muscle activation modifications throughout the trunk, pelvis and lower limbs. The
tangential acceleration of the arm at the wrist level follows the accelerations of the body
links in a localized area. They found that the muscle activity was organized according to
specific patterns that help with the upcoming voluntary movement of the limb[45]. The
anticipatory posture movements were found to be determined by the comparison of the
muscle activity and the local acceleration. This comparasion has a counteracting effct on
the voluntary movement that is upcoming. The reproducibility and specificity of the
posture movements are considered to be preprogrammed by Zattara[45]. Voluntary
movement and postural adjustments seem to be a part of the same motor program system.
McMullin and Uhl introduced an approach to shoulder rehabilitation that
integrated using the kinetic chain throughout the entire rehabilitation program process in
the early part of 2000 [28]. When performing “normal” rehabilition on the shoulder there
is a focus to identify and then treat the single structure. Conversely, when dealing with
normal daily living activities and sporting activities, the human body does not operate in
single isolated subdivisions but rather works as an outstanding, multi-segmented dynamic
team. Using the kinetic chain for rehabiliton progress focuses unambiguously on the
muscle activation patterns and not on one specific body segment[28]. The kinetic link to
the human biomechanical model and the proximal-to-distal activation patterns are what
the kinetic chain rehabiliton progess aims to combine. Using a closed kinetic chain
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template as well as proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation, the combination of
procedures help to identify and treat the larger scale issues[28]. This approach focuses on
movement patterns rather than isolated muscle exercises.
Myers et al., in 2005 looked at twenty-one throwing athletes and twenty-one
control individuals in relation to their scapular position and scapular orientation [30].
They found that the twenty-one athletes demonstrated a significantly increased upward
rotation of the scapula as well as a significantly increased internal rotation of the scapula.
The athletic group also showed an increase in scapula retraction of the scapula during
humeral elevation[30]. No differences in anterior and posterior slanting or elevation and
depression were seen between the control individuals and the athletes[30]. The results of
this study show that athletes who are invloved in throwing activitites have differences in
both scapular position and scapular orientation when compared to non-throwing athletes.
The difference in both orientation of the scapula and the position of the scaplua suggests
that throwing related athletes tend to develop an adaptation for more efficient
performances[30].
Summary
Many baseball pitching studies have been published on the traditional stretch
delivery with the high intensity fastball pitch. It has been found that the extension torque
of the elbow will keep increasing until it has reached the beginning of elbow extension at
40Nm[42]. After the release of the ball, a maximum torque for elbow flexion is
generated. Until the elbow is in an extension phase of the pitch, the biceps are actively
firing. A centrifugal force due to the rotation of the shoulder will create a large extension
at the elbow and an angular acceleration that helps to accelerate the baseball. The weight
of a baseball player was seen to be closely correleated with the magnitude of the elbow
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valgus torque Fleisig et al., found that the youth baseball pitchers who had pitched over a
hundred innings in a single baseball season were 3.5 times more likely to be injured[11].
Limiting the number of innings pitched per baseball game and baseball season is likley
the most effective way to lower the risk of elbow injury in young pitchers. No differences
were observed between the traditional pitch delivery and the slide step delivery with
regards to plane of elevation, elevation and axial rotation at foot contact and maximum
shoulder internal rotation. At the moment of shoulder external rotation, shoulder plane of
elevation, shoulder elevation and shoulder axial rotation were all different. This
difference in all three variables for maximal shoulder external rotation, indicates that with
the traditional pitch delivery the humerus is in a position of greater horizontal abduction,
greater elevation and less external rotation[20].
Jobe et al., found that during the wind-up phase and the early part of the cocking
phases showed minimal muscle activity across the: brachialis, biceps brachii, long head
of the triceps brachii, lateral head of the triceps brachii, pectoralis major, latissimus dorsi
and serratus anterior[19]. During the late cocking phase, there was moderate activity seen
in the biceps brachii[19]. The cocking phase was concluded by the pectoralis major and
latissimus dorsi. During the acceleration phase, the was inactivity of the biceps brachii,
whereas the pectoralis major, latissimus dorsi, triceps and serratus anterior were all
shown to be active. At this point in the pitching cycle, there was a termination of the
external shoulder rotation as well as flexion at the elbow[19].No differences in anterior
and posterior slanting of the scapula or elevation of the scapula and depression of the
scapula were seen between the control individuals (non-overhand athletes) and the
athletes (over-hand throwing athletes)[30]. Athletes who are invloved in throwing
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activitites have differences in both scapular position and scapular orientation when
compared to non-throwing athletes. The difference in both orientation of the scapula and
the position of the scaplua suggests that throwing related athletes tend to develop an
adaptation for more efficient performances[30].
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY
The purpose of this study was to compare the lower extremity muscle activation
patterns and upper extremity muscle activation patterns as well as the kinematics
associated with the curveball pitch and the fastball pitch when pitching from the wind-up
and stretch position at the shoulder and elbow joint. The methodology section provides
information on the specific steps conducted to complete the study. Information regarding
research design, participants, data collection procedures, instruments used and statistical
analysis are all contained in this section.

Experimental Design
Participants
Subjects were chosen based on their current status as baseball pitchers. Twelve
males from The University of Kentucky and surrounding Lexington area colleges
participated in the research study. Subjects were only considered if they were between the
ages of 18-30, had no current pain that might hinder their ability to play baseball and had
not had any injuries in the previous three months. The age, body height and body mass of
each pitcher was recorded. Subjects ranged in age from 18-30, mean height was 1.74m
and body mass was 89kg. Specifics of all the subject’s demographics can be found in
table 1.1 and table 1.2. All of the twelve pitchers were healthy and currently active in
college baseball. There were nine right handed pitchers and three left handed pitchers that
participated in this research study. Specifics on the pitcher’s hand dominance can be
found in both table 1.1 and table 1.2. Each pitcher completed an informed consent form,
provided his medical history, physical information, and background in baseball.
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Table 3.1: Subject Demographic Information

Number of
Subjects
12

Age

Height (m)

Mass (kg)

22.3±4.53

1.74±0.13

89.0±10.97

Right Hand
Dominate
9

Left Hand
Dominate
3

Right
Handed
x
x

Left Handed

Table 3.2: Individual Subject Demographic Information

Subject
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Age

Height (m)
28
28
21
19
22
19
18
18
18
20
29
28

Weight (kg)

1.5
1.5
1.8
1.9
1.8
1.9
1.7
1.8
1.8
1.7
1.7
1.8

98.1
91.1
98.4
88.4
79.3
80.2
113.3
83.9
86.1
70.3
88.4
90.7

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Procedures
Subjects were required to complete one data collection session in the
Biodynamics Laboratory (Multidisciplinary Science Building (MDS), Room 161) at The
University of Kentucky. The session lasted approximately 90 minutes and subjects were
asked to wear sport clothing (athletic shorts and a tight-fitting t-shirt).
Upon arrival at the Biodynamics Laboratory, all subjects were explained the
procedures prior to participation. Following this explanation, participants were asked to
provide informed consent using a form approved by the Institutional Review Board of the
University of Kentucky. After establishing that the participant fulfilled all the
inclusionary criteria and none of the exclusionary criteria; basic demographic data,
including height, weight, and sex, were obtained.
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Maximum Voluntary Isometric Contraction Testing
An MVIC[17] for each muscle being studied was obtained for each subject prior
to completing the pitching analysis. Each subject had bipolar surface electrodes placed
over the stride leg biceps femoris and medial gastrocnemius. Refer to table 1.3 for the
specific location of the marker placement and the MVIC test related to each muscle.
Bipolar electrodes were placed on the ipsilateral side (throwing arm side) lower trapezius,
upper trapezius, triceps brachii (long head) and biceps brachii. A ground electrode was
placed over the patella. Prior to electrode placement, the skin was shaved and cleansed to
decrease electrical impedance. After the placement of the electrodes, muscle specific tests
were conducted to find the MVIC. Each MVIC test consisted of one familiarization test
followed by three actual trials. Table 1.3 identifies the muscles tested, location for
electrode placement and the test to calculate MVIC based on SENIAM guidelines [17].
Table 3.3: List of muscles tested, placement of electrodes and specific test to obtain MVIC

Muscle

Location of Surface Electrode

MVIC Test

Lower Trapezius
(Ipsilateral)

The electrode need to be placed at 2/3
on the line from the trigoum spinea to
the 8th thoracic vertebra, in the
direction of the line between T8 and
the acromion.

Depression, lateral rotation of
the inferior angle and
adduction of the scapula. The
arm was placed diagonally
overhead with the shoulder
laterally rotated. Apply
pressure against the forearm
in the downward direction.
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Upper Trapezius
(Ipsilateral)

Triceps Brachii

The electrodes need to be placed at
50% on the line from the acromion to
the spine on vertebra C7, in the
direction of the line between the
acromion and the spine on vertebra
C7.

The electrodes were placed at 50% on
the line between the posterior crista of
the acromion and the olecranon at 2
finger widths medial to the line.

Elevate the acromial end of
the clavicle and scapula;
extend and rotate the head
and neck toward the elevated
shoulder with the fact rotated
in the opposite direction.
Apply pressure against the
shoulder in the direction of
depression and against the
head in the direction of
flexion anterolaterally.
Extend the elbow while
applying pressure to the
forearm in the direction of
flexion.

(Long Head)
(Ipsilateral)

Biceps Brachii

The electrodes need to be placed on
the line between the medial acromion
and fossa cubit at 1/3 from the fossa
cubit.

Place one hand under the
elbow to cushion it from table
pressure and flex the elbow
slightly below or at a right
angle, with the forearm in
supination. Press against the
forearm in the direction of
extension.

The electrodes need to be placed at ½
of the line between the ischial
tuberosity and the lateral epicondyle of
the tibia.

Leg curl against resistance at
the ankle.

Electrodes need to be placed at 1/3 of
the line between the head of the fibula
and the heel.

Plantar flexion of the foot
with emphasis on the pulling
the hell upward more than
pushing the forefoot
downward.

(Ipsilateral)

Biceps Femoris
(Stride)
Gastrocnemius
(Stride)
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Pitching Analysis
Prior to performing the fastball and curveball pitching sequences, each participant
was fitted with a standardized neutral running shoe (Nike, 602171404, Beaverton, OR) to
wear for the duration of the data collection. The upper body of each participant was
marked with twenty-four lightweight retro-reflective markers on the following
landmarks: clavicle, C7, right forehead, left forehead, right AC joint, Left AC joint, right
anterior shoulder, right posterior shoulder, left anterior shoulder, left posterior shoulder,
right lateral humeral epicondyle, right medial humeral epicondyle, left lateral humeral
epicondyle, left medial humeral epicondyle, right medial wrist, right lateral wrist, left
medial wrist, left lateral wrist, right 2nd metacarpal, right 5th metacarpal, left 2nd
metacarpal, left 5th (look at appendix B).
The lower body was marked with twenty-one markers on the following
landmarks: right ASIS, right PSIS, left ASIS, left PSIS, right medial knee, right lateral
knee, left medial knee, left lateral knee, right medial ankle, right lateral ankle, left medial
ankle, left lateral ankle, right proximal heel, right distal heel, left proximal heel, left distal
heel, right 1st and 5th metatarsal, left 1st and 5th metatarsal, an offset marker on the right
foot
In addition, rigid body clusters of 5 markers were placed on the right thigh and
shank, while rigid body clusters of 4 markers were placed on the left thigh and shank.
Rigid body clusters of 4 were placed on both the right and left forearm. The baseball was
fitted with retro-reflective tape to serve as markers.
The motion capture component of the pitching analysis was completed using 6
Eagle and 4 Raptor Motion Analysis cameras (Motion Analysis Corp, Santa Rosa, CA)
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recording at 200 Hz. A static image of each participant was captured to identify the
anatomical locations of the markers. The subjects pitched into a net placed inside the lab
subjects while pitching from a mound. A warm-up period of 10 pitches allowed the
subjects to become acclimated to the lab. Participants were then instructed to pitch ten
times from the stretch position and ten times from the wind-up position in a randomized
order. Five of the pitches from each the wind-up and stretch position were pitched as a
fastball while the other five were pitched as a curveball. The motion capture system
collected marker trajectories during each pitch.
Data Processing
Marker trajectory data were tracked using Cortex software (Motion Analysis
Corp., Santa Rosa, CA). Data processing including filtering and calculating joint/segment
angles, was done using Visual 3D software (C-Motion Inc., Germantown, MD). A
simplified marker set in Appendix: B, may be beneficial in understanding the
construction of the subject using Cortex. An X-Y-Z cardan sequence (sagittal-frontaltransverse) was used to quantify joint angles, in which the distal segment is expressed
relative to the proximal segment. Shoulder rotation was found using a Z-Y-Z cardan
sequence (transverse-frontal-transverse). All sEMG data were filtered using Visual 3D
software (C-Motion Inc., Germantown, MD). Definitions of how the 3D model was
constructed using Visual 3D can be found in Appendix: C. Raw sEMG signal were
filtered using a fourth order low-pass Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 13Hz,
rectified, then passed through a high-pass Butterworth filter followed by taking the RMS
(root, mean, square). filtered using a finite impulse response with 101 points using
Hamming window and smoothed with a root-mean-square moving average of 10 ms per
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window[17]. MVIC values were obtained using a 100 ms window to find the highest
average of each trial and average them together[17]. sEMG data obtained during the pitch
were analyzed to find the peak and mean muscle activity using the MVIC obtained for
each muscle of each specific subject for three pitches and then averaged. Data were then
averaged for each pitch to compare.
The pitch was broken down into four phases: foot contact (FC), maximal external
rotation (MER), ball release (BR) and maximal internal rotation (MIR). The wind-up
begins with the initial movement of the contralateral lower extremity and it culminates
with the elevation of the lead led to its highest point with separation of the throwing hand
from the glove. The pitchers center of gravity was over his back leg. The stride phase
begins once the lead leg reaches its maximum height, the ball was removed from the
glove and it ends when the lead leg was in contact with the pitching mound (FC). The
cocking phase occurs between lead foot contact with the mound and the point of maximal
external rotation of the throwing shoulder (MER). The acceleration phase was the time
between the maximal external rotation of the shoulder and the release of the ball (BR).
Arm deceleration occurs from when the ball was released and maximum internal humeral
rotation and elbow extension. Follow through was when the body continues to move
forward with the arm until all motion has ceased (MIR).

Statistical Analysis
Peak muscle activity, mean muscle activity and all the kinematic variables (elbow
flexion, elbow angular velocity, shoulder rotation and pelvis rotation) were compared
using a repeated measure analysis with a Sidak confidence level adjustment. A
Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity was conducted for all peak and mean muscle activity as
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well as the kinematic variables. If significance was found a Greenhouse-Geisser test was
performed to test the within-subject effects and determine significance. f significance was
still found with the Greenhouse-Geisser a pairwise analysis was performed to establish
between which pitch types and pitch delivery the significance was occurring. All
statistical analysis was performed using SPSS statistical software (SPSS Inc., Chicago,
IL) with a significance level of p < 0.05
The independent variables for this study were the pitching type and pitch delivery.
The dependent variables were elbow flexion, elbow angular velocity, shoulder rotation,
pelvis rotation, peak muscle activity and mean muscle activity. Muscle activity was
analyzed throughout the entire pitch cycle where the kinematic variables were analyzed
in phases of the pitch. The phases included foot contact (FC), maximal external rotation
(MER), ball release (BR) and maximal internal rotation (MIR).
CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS
The purpose of this study was to compare the lower extremity muscle activation
patterns and upper extremity muscle activation patterns as well as the kinematics
associated with the curveball pitch and the fastball pitch when pitching from the wind-up
and stretch position at the shoulder and elbow joint. The results section presents the
findings of the study, including repeated measures test, Mauchly’s test of Sphericity, a
Greenhouse-Geisser test, pairwise analyses and charts that were generated on the data
collected.

Results
Mean values and the standard deviations for the mean muscle activity for each of
the following muscles: Biceps, Triceps, Upper Trapezius, Lower Trapezius,
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Gastrocnemius and Biceps Femoris can be found in Table 4.1 for the fastball thrown
from the stretch position.
Mean values and the standard deviations for the mean muscle activity for each of
the following muscles: Biceps, Triceps, Upper Trapezius, Lower Trapezius,
Gastrocnemius and Biceps Femoris can be found in Table 4.2 for the curveball thrown
from the stretch position.
Mean values and the standard deviations for the mean muscle activity for each of
the following muscles: Biceps, Triceps, Upper Trapezius, Lower Trapezius,
Gastrocnemius and Biceps Femoris can be found in Table 4.3 for the fastball thrown
from the wind-up position.
Mean values and the standard deviations for the mean muscle activity for each of
the following muscles: Biceps, Triceps, Upper Trapezius, Lower Trapezius,
Gastrocnemius and Biceps Femoris can be found in Table 4.4 for the curveball thrown
from the wind-up position.
All of the mean muscle data are represented in terms of % MVIC. If the repeated
measures analysis (Mauchly’s test of Sphericity) ran for the mean muscle activity showed
significance, further analysis was performed with a Greenhouse-Geisser test. If
significance was still found, a pair-wise analysis was performed between pitch types and
pitch delivery.
Mean muscle activity with respect to pitch type and pitch delivery in combination
with the four pitch phases (foot contact (FC), max external rotation (MER), ball release
(BR) and max internal rotation (MIR) for the biceps, triceps, upper trapezius, lower
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trapezius, biceps femoris and gastrocnemius can be seen in Table 4.5, Table 4.6, Table
4.7, Table 4.8, Table 4.9 and Table 4.10 for the muscles respectively.
Table 4.1: Mean Muscle Activity (Mean ±SD) for Stretch Fastball

Stretch Fastball Mean Muscle activity (% MVIC)
Biceps
Triceps
Upper
Lower
Biceps
Brachii
Brachii
Trap
trap
Femoris
Foot Contact
Maximal External
Rotation

14.98±1.8

5.84±1.8

4.95±1.3

36.02±1.1

91.71±1.7

45.73±2.4 7.18±1.8 22.69±0.9

Ball Release

26.05±1.3

205.22±2.7 46.96±1.9 3.87±1.2 99.64±1.3

Maximal Internal
Rotation

15.65±1.2

19.23±1.9

3.38±2.6

3.49±1.2 32.42±1.6

Gastroc

31.79±1.2
66.2±1.8
142.15±1.3

2.55±2.3 115.63±1.2 120.2±.75

Table 4.2: Mean Muscle Activity (Mean ±SD) for Stretch Curveball

Stretch Curveball Mean Muscle activity (% MVIC)
Biceps
Triceps
Upper
Lower
Biceps
Brachii
Brachii
Trap
trap
Femoris
Foot Contact
Maximal External
Rotation

13.34±2.4

4.84±1.3

3.96±1.2

34.18±1.0

92.60±1.6

44.44±2.3 6.30±1.7 20.84±0.9

65.32±1.84

Ball Release

23.87±1.3

203.33±2.8 45.97±1.9 2.99±1.2 97.44±1.3

140.15±1.3

Maximal Internal
Rotation

14.77±1.2

16.05±1.7

118.75±1.2

2.41±0.9

2.61±1.1 29.23±1.6

Gastroc

2.01±1.3 110.8±1.9

29.41±1.4

Table 4.3: Mean Muscle Activity (Mean ±SD) for Wind-Up Fastball

Wind-Up Fastball Mean Muscle activity (% MVIC)
Biceps
Triceps
Upper
Lower
Biceps
Brachii
Brachii
Trap
trap
Femoris

Gastroc

Foot Contact
Maximal External
Rotation

12.96±1.5

5.08±1.1

3.97±1.0

2.60±1.0 14.77±1.8

30.50±1.4

34.18±1.0

91.00±2.1

44.45±2.3 6.30±1.7 21.46±0.9

65.20±1.8

Ball Release

23.88±1.3

202.24±1.6 45.97±1.9 2.99±1.2 98.36±1.3

140.3±1.3

Maximal Internal
Rotation

11.21±1.4

11.21±1.3

109.0±0.9

1.99±3.1

1.91±1.2 105.9±2.3

Table 4.4: Mean Muscle Activity (Mean ±SD) for Wind-Up Curveball

Wind-Up Curveball Mean Muscle activity (% MVIC)
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Biceps Brachii

Triceps
Brachii

Upper
Trap

Lower
trap

Biceps
Femoris

Foot Contact
Maximal External
Rotation

13.28±1.0

5.7±1.3

4.80±1.2

2.50±1.0 29.23±1.5

34.35±1.1

89.73±1.7

44.18±2.4 5.56±1.8 20.85±0.9

65.32±1.84

Ball Release

22.42±1.3

202.25±2.8 45.06±1.9 3.25±1.2 97.45±1.3

140.15±1.3

Maximal Internal
Rotation

10.80±1.1

08.31±1.10 1.07±1.1

Muscle Activity (% MVIC)

40
35
30
25
20

Stretch Fastball

15

Stretch Curveball

10

Wind-Up Fastball
Wind-Up Curveball

0
Foot Contact Maximal External
Rotation

Ball Release

Maximal Internal
Rotation

Pitch Phase
Figure 4.1: Mean Biceps Brachii Muscle Activity at the four baseball pitching phases

Triceps Brachii Mean Muscle Activity
Muscle Activity (% MVIC)
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200
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Stretch Fastball
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Stretch Curveball
Wind-Up Fastball

50

Wind-Up Curveball
0
Foot Contact

Maximal External
Rotation

Ball Release

Maximal Internal
Rotation

Pitch Phase
Figure 4.2: Mean Triceps Brachii Muscle Activity at the four baseball pitching phases.
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29.41±1.4

1.60±1.6 100.31±1.0 101.3±2.2

Biceps Brachii Mean Muscle Activity

5

Gastroc

Upper Trap Mean Muscle Activity
Muscle Activity (% MVIC)
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Stretch Fastball
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Stretch Curveball
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Wind-Up Fastball
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Wind-Up Curveball
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Maximal External
Rotation
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Maximal Internal
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Pitch Phase
Figure 4.3: Mean Upper Trap Muscle Activity at the four baseball pitching phases.
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Muscle Activity (% MVIC)
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Figure 4.4: Mean Lower Trap Muscle Activity at the four baseball pitching phases.
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Biceps Femoris Mean Muscle Activity
Muscle Activity (% MVIC)
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Figure 4.5: Mean Biceps Femoris Muscle Activity at the four baseball pitching phases.
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Figure 4.6: Mean Gastroc Muscle Activity at the four baseball pitching phases.

The Mauchly’s test of Sphericity showed significance for the biceps mean muscle
activity at foot contact, maximal external rotation, ball release and maximal internal
rotation. Further analysis was performed with a Greenhouse-Geisser test. The with-in
subject differences were analyzed with the Greenhouse-Geisser test and showed
significance for the biceps for mean muscle activity at foot contact, maximal external
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rotation, ball release and maximal internal rotation. With significance being shown, a
pairwise comparison was utilized to see specific results for pitch type and pitch delivery
combination. Significance was found between all pitch type and pitch delivery
combinations for maximal external rotation and ball release. Significance was only found
between the stretch fastball and wind-up curveball for maximal internal rotation. All of
the data recorded at foot contact were too close and no difference could be found. All of
these results can be found in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5: Mean Biceps Brachii Activity for Stretch Curveball (SCB), Stretch Fastball (SFB), Wind-Up
Curveball (WUCB) & Wind-Up Fastball (WUFB)

Foot Contact

Pairwise Comparison
SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

Pairwise Comparison
(sig)
000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

Maximal External Rotation

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.002**

Ball Release

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.001**

Maximal Internal Rotation

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

1.10
1.01
1.00
.000**
.000**
1.02

* indicates p < .05,** indicates p < .01
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The Mauchly’s test of Sphericity showed significance for the triceps mean muscle
activity at foot contact, maximal external rotation, ball release and maximal internal
rotation. Further analysis was performed with a Greenhouse-Geisser test. The with-in
subject differences were analyzed with the Greenhouse-Geisser test and showed
significance for the triceps for mean muscle activity at foot contact, maximal external
rotation, ball release and maximal internal rotation. With significance being shown, a
pairwise comparison was utilized to see specific results for pitch type and pitch delivery
combination. Significance was found between all pitchtypes and pitch delivery
combinations for maximal external rotation, ball release and maximal internal rotation.
Significance was found between all combinations of pitch delivery and pitch type except
the stretch curveball and wind-up curveball during foot contact. All of these results can
be found in Table 4.6.
Table 4.6: Mean Triceps Brachii Activity for Stretch Curveball (SCB), Stretch Fastball (SFB), Wind-Up
Curveball (WUCB) & Wind-Up Fastball (WUFB)

Foot Contact

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

Pairwise Comparison
(sig)
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

Maximal External Rotation

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.002**

Pairwise Comparison
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Ball Release

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.001**

Maximal Internal Rotation

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.001**

* indicates p < .05,** indicates p < .01

The Mauchly’s test of Sphericity showed significance for the upper trap mean
muscle activity at foot contact, maximal external rotation, ball release and maximal
internal rotation. Further analysis was performed with a Greenhouse-Geisser test. The
with-in subject differences were analyzed with the Greenhouse-Geisser test and showed
significance for the upper trap for mean muscle activity at foot contact, maximal external
rotation, ball release and maximal internal rotation. With significance being shown, a
pairwise comparison was utilized to see specific results for pitch type and pitch delivery
combination. Significance was found between all pitch type and pitch delivery
combinations for maximal internal rotation. With significance being shown, a pairwise
comparison was utilized to see specific results for pitch type and pitch delivery
combination. Significance was found between all pitch types and pitch delivery
combinations for maximal external rotation, ball release and maximal internal rotation.
Significance was found between all combinations of pitch delivery and pitch type except
the stretch fastball and wind-up curveball during foot contact. All of these results can be
found in Table 4.7.
Table 4.7: Mean Upper Trap Activity for Stretch Curveball (SCB), Stretch Fastball (SFB), Wind-Up
Curveball (WUCB) & Wind-Up Fastball (WUFB)
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Foot Contact

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

Pairwise Comparison
(sig)
.000**
.000**
.000**
.334
.000**
.000**

Maximal External Rotation

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

Ball Release

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.001**

Maximal Internal Rotation

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

Pairwise Comparison

* indicates p < .05,** indicates p < .01

The Mauchly’s test of Sphericity showed significance for the lower trap mean
muscle activity at foot contact, maximal external rotation, ball release and maximal
internal rotation. Further analysis was performed with a Greenhouse-Geisser test. The
with-in subject differences were analyzed with the Greenhouse-Geisser test and showed
significance for the lower trap for mean muscle activity at foot contact, maximal external
rotation, ball release and maximal internal rotation. With significance being shown, a
pairwise comparison was utilized to see specific results for pitch type and pitch delivery
combination. Significance was found between all pitch type and pitch delivery
combinations for maximal internal rotation. Significance was only found between the
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stretch fastball and stretch curveball for foot contact. All of the data recorded at maximal
external rotation and ball release were too close and no difference could be found. All of
these results can be found in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8: Mean Lower Trap Activity for Stretch Curveball (SCB), Stretch Fastball (SFB), Wind-Up
Curveball (WUCB) & Wind-Up Fastball (WUFB)

Foot Contact

Maximal External Rotation

Ball Release

Maximal Internal Rotation

Pairwise Comparison
SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB
SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB
SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB
SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

Pairwise Comparison
(sig)
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

* indicates p < .05,** indicates p < .01

The Mauchly’s test of Sphericity showed significance for the biceps femoris mean
muscle activity at foot contact, maximal external rotation, ball release and maximal
internal rotation. Further analysis was performed with a Greenhouse-Geisser test. The
with-in subject differences were analyzed with the Greenhouse-Geisser test and showed
significance for the biceps femoris for mean muscle activity at foot contact, maximal
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external rotation, ball release and maximal internal rotation. With significance being
shown, a pairwise comparison was utilized to see specific results for pitch type and pitch
delivery combination. Significance was found between all pitch type and pitch delivery
combinations for maximal internal rotation. With significance being shown, a pairwise
comparison was utilized to see specific results for pitch type and pitch delivery
combination. Significance was found between all pitch types and pitch delivery
combinations for foot contact, maximal external rotation and maximal internal rotation.
All of the data in the ball release phase was considered having a negligible difference. All
of these results can be found in Table 4.9.
Table 4.9: Mean Biceps Femoris Activity for Stretch Curveball (SCB), Stretch Fastball (SFB), Wind-Up
Curveball (WUCB) & Wind-Up Fastball (WUFB)

Pairwise Comparison

Pairwise Comparison
(sig)

Foot Contact

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

Maximal External Rotation

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

Ball Release

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
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Maximal Internal Rotation

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

* indicates p < .05,** indicates p < .01

The Mauchly’s test of Sphericity showed significance for the gastroc mean
muscle activity at foot contact, maximal external rotation, ball release and maximal
internal rotation. Further analysis was performed with a Greenhouse-Geisser test. The
with-in subject differences were analyzed with the Greenhouse-Geisser test and showed
significance for the gastroc for mean muscle activity at foot contact, maximal external
rotation, ball release and maximal internal rotation. Significance was found between all
pitch type and pitch delivery combinations. With significance being shown, a pairwise
comparison was utilized to see specific results for pitch type and pitch delivery
combination. Significance was found between all pitch types and pitch delivery
combinations for maximal external rotation, ball release and maximal internal rotation.
All of the data in foot contact were considered having a negligible difference. All of these
results can be found in Table 4.10.
Table 4.10: Mean Gastrocnemius Activity for Stretch Curveball (SCB), Stretch Fastball (SFB), Wind-Up
Curveball (WUCB) & Wind-Up Fastball (WUFB)

Foot Contact

Pairwise Comparison
SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB
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Pairwise Comparison
(sig)
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

Maximal External Rotation

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

Ball Release

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

Maximal Internal Rotation

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

* indicates p < .05,** indicates p < .01

Mean values and the standard deviations for the peak muscle activity for each of
the following muscles: Biceps, Triceps, Upper Trapezius, Lower Trapezius,
Gastrocnemius and Biceps Femoris can be found in Table 4.11 for the fastball thrown
from the stretch position.
Mean values and the standard deviations for the peak muscle activity for each of
the following muscles: Biceps, Triceps, Upper Trapezius, Lower Trapezius,
Gastrocnemius and Biceps Femoris can be found in Table 4.12 for the curveball thrown
from the stretch position.
Mean values and the standard deviations for the peak muscle activity for each of
the following muscles: Biceps, Triceps, Upper Trapezius, Lower Trapezius,
Gastrocnemius and Biceps Femoris can be found in Table 4.13 for the fastball thrown
from the wind-up position.
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Mean values and the standard deviations for the peak muscle activity for each of
the following muscles: Biceps, Triceps, Upper Trapezius, Lower Trapezius,
Gastrocnemius and Biceps Femoris can be found in Table 4.14 for the curveball thrown
from the wind-up position.
All of the mean muscle data are represented in terms of % MVIC.
All of the peak muscle data are represented in terms of % MVIC. If the repeated
measures analysis (Mauchly’s test of Sphericity) ran for the peak muscle activity showed
significance, further analysis was performed with a Greenhouse-Geisser test. If
significance was still found, a pair-wise analysis was performed between pitch types and
pitch delivery.
Peak muscle activity with respect to pitch type and pitch delivery in combination
with the four pitch phases (foot contact (FC), max external rotation (MER), ball release
(BR) and max internal rotation (MIR) for the biceps, triceps, upper trapezius, lower
trapezius, biceps femoris and gastrocnemius can be seen in Table 4.15, Table 4.16, Table
4.17, Table 4.18, Table 4.19 and Table 4.20 for the muscles respectively.
Table 4.11: Peak Muscle Activity (Mean ±SD) for Stretch Fastball

Stretch Fastball Mean Muscle activity (% MVIC)
Biceps
Triceps
Upper
Biceps
Lower trap
Brachii
Brachii
Trap
Femoris
Foot Contact
Maximal External
Rotation

35.93±3.4

9.67±1.3

13.72±1.2 7.77±1.0

35.86±9.5

92.63±3.2

55.36±2.4 11.17±1.8 31.58±0.9

Ball Release

38.93±1.3

215.47±2.54 55.63±1.9 11.13±1.2 110.91±1.3 155.40±1.3

Maximal Internal
Rotation

15.65±1.20 22.17±1.1

5.54±1.8

4.15±1.6

Table 4.12: Peak Muscle Activity (Mean ±SD) for Stretch Curveball

Stretch Curveball Mean Muscle activity (% MVIC)
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37.3±1.6

Gastroc

42.52±1.4
76.07±1.8

127.80±1.3 130.01±.98

Biceps
Brachii

Triceps
Brachii

Upper Trap

Lower trap

Biceps
Femoris

Gastroc

Foot Contact
Maximal External
Rotation

27.76±1.8

8.73±1.3

7.75±1.2

6.28±1.0

40.6±1.6

43.19±1.4

44.45±3.6

6.30±2.0

35.57±0.9

75.99±1.8

Ball Release

32.56±1.3

215.98±2.8 57.25±1.9

8.53±1.2

97.45±1.3

150.21±2.0

Maximal Internal
Rotation

31.51±1.2

47.59±1.1

20.92±12.5 13.92±6.6 139.3±1.3

140.50±1.0

34.18±11.7 92.60±3.4

Table 4.13: Peak Muscle Activity (Mean ±SD) for Wind-Up Fastball

Wind-Up Fastball Mean Muscle activity (% MVIC)
Biceps
Triceps
Upper
Biceps
Lower trap
Brachii
Brachii
Trap
Femoris

Gastroc

Foot Contact
Maximal External
Rotation

23.74±1.8

12.09±1.3

44.10±1.5

103.05±1.7 56.66±2.4 16.64±1.8 29.62±1.9

65.20±1.8

Ball Release

37.28±3.7

218.53±2.8 65.94±1.9 17.17±1.2 109.61±1.9

140.27±1.3

Maximal Internal
Rotation

24.05±1.20 34.28±1.1

11.49±1.2 9.94±1.0

11.34±1.9 8.95±16

38.7±1.2

30.50±1.4

132.31±1.25 139.68±0.94

Table 4.14: Peak Muscle Activity (Mean ±SD) for Wind-Up Curveball

Wind-Up Fastball Mean Muscle activity (% MVIC)
Biceps
Triceps
Biceps
Upper Trap Lower trap
Brachii
Brachii
Femoris

Gastroc

Foot Contact
Maximal External
Rotation

24.55±1.8

14.60±1.3

12.57±1.2

11.39±1.0 24.87±1.8

41.89±1.4

45.80±2.2

101.00±1.7 53.41±2.4

12.12±1.8 30.46±0.9

75.43±1.8

Ball Release

33.16±1.3

217.93±2.8 55.94±1.9

10.71±1.2 106.60±1.3

151.60±1.3

Maximal Internal
Rotation

24.84±1.2

34.77±1.1
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11.95±1.93 8.66±1.6

134.48±1.30 152.99±4.9
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Figure 4.7: Peak Muscle Activity for Biceps Brachii during the four pitch phases.
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Figure 4.8: Peak Muscle Activity for Triceps Brachii during the four pitch phases.
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Figure 4.9: Peak Muscle Activity for Upper Trap during the four pitch phases.
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Figure 4.10: Peak Muscle Activity for Lower Trap during the four pitch phases
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Figure 4.11: Peak Muscle Activity for Biceps Femoris during the four pitch phases
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Figure 4.12: Peak Muscle Activity for Gastroc during the four pitch phases
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The Mauchly’s test of Sphericity showed significance for the biceps peak muscle
activity at foot contact, maximal external rotation, ball release and maximal internal
rotation. Further analysis was performed with a Greenhouse-Geisser test. The with-in
subject differences were analyzed with the Greenhouse-Geisser test and showed
significance for the biceps for peak muscle activity at foot contact, maximal external
rotation, ball release and maximal internal rotation. With significance being shown, a
pairwise comparison was utilized to see specific results for pitch type and pitch delivery
combination. Significance was found between all pitch types and pitch delivery
combinations for foot contact. Significance was found for all pitch delivery and pitch
type combinations except the stretch fastball and wind-up fastball as well as the wind-up
fastball and wind-up curveball during maximal internal rotation. No significance
difference were found during maximal external rotation and all of the data in the ball
release phase was considered having a negligible difference. All of these results can be
found in Table 4.15.
Table 4.15: Peak Biceps Brachii Activity for Stretch Curveball (SCB), Stretch Fastball (SFB), Wind-Up
Curveball (WUCB) & Wind-Up Fastball (WUFB)

Pairwise Comparison

Pairwise Comparison
(sig)

Foot Contact

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.002**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

Maximal External Rotation

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

1.000
.8231
.3462
1.000
1.050
1.090
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Ball Release

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.001**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

Maximal Internal Rotation

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

* indicates p < .05, ** indicates p < .01

The Mauchly’s test of Sphericity showed significance for the triceps peak muscle
activity at foot contact, maximal external rotation, ball release and maximal internal
rotation. Further analysis was performed with a Greenhouse-Geisser test. The with-in
subject differences were analyzed with the Greenhouse-Geisser test and showed
significance for the triceps for peak muscle activity at foot contact, maximal external
rotation, ball release and maximal internal rotation. With significance being shown, a
pairwise comparison was utilized to see specific results for pitch type and pitch delivery
combination. Significance was found between all pitch types and pitch delivery
combinations for foot contact, maximal external rotation, ball release and maximal
internal rotation. All of these results can be found in Table 4.16.
Table 4.16: Peak Triceps Brachii Activity for Stretch Curveball (SCB), Stretch Fastball (SFB), Wind-Up
Curveball (WUCB) & Wind-Up Fastball (WUFB)

Pairwise Comparison

Foot Contact

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB
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Pairwise Comparison
(sig)
.000***
.000***
.000***
.000***
.000***
.000***

Maximal External Rotation

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000***
.000***
.000***
.000***
.000***
.000***

Ball Release

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000***
.000***
.000***
.000***
.000***
.00****

Maximal Internal Rotation

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000***
.000***
.000***
.000***
.000***
.000***

* indicates p < .05, ** indicates p < .01

The Mauchly’s test of Sphericity showed significance for the upper trap peak
muscle activity at foot contact, maximal external rotation, ball release and maximal
internal rotation. Further analysis was performed with a Greenhouse-Geisser test. The
with-in subject differences were analyzed with the Greenhouse-Geisser test and showed
significance for the upper trap for peak muscle activity at foot contact, maximal external
rotation, ball release and maximal internal rotation. With significance being shown, a
pairwise comparison was utilized to see specific results for pitch type and pitch delivery
combination. Significance was found between all pitch types and pitch delivery
combinations for foot contact, maximal external rotation, ball release and maximal
internal rotation. All of these results can be found in Table 4.17.

Table 4.17: Peak Upper Trap Activity for Stretch Curveball (SCB), Stretch Fastball (SFB), Wind-Up
Curveball (WUCB) & Wind-Up Fastball (WUFB)
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Pairwise Comparison

Pairwise Comparison
(sig)

Foot Contact

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000***
.000***
.000***
.000***
.000***
.000***

Maximal External Rotation

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

Ball Release

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.001**

Maximal Internal Rotation

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

* indicates p < .05, ** indicates p < .01

The Mauchly’s test of Sphericity showed significance for the lower trap peak
muscle activity at foot contact, maximal external rotation, ball release and maximal
internal rotation. Further analysis was performed with a Greenhouse-Geisser test. The
with-in subject differences were analyzed with the Greenhouse-Geisser test and showed
significance for the lower trap peak muscle activity at foot contact, maximal external
rotation, ball release and maximal internal rotation. With significance being shown, a
pairwise comparison was utilized to see specific results for pitch type and pitch delivery
combination Significance was found between all pitch types and pitch delivery
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combinations for ball release. All of the data at foot contact, maximal external rotation
and maximal internal rotation were considered having a negligible difference. All of
these results can be found in Table 4.18.
Table 4.18: Peak Lower Trap Activity for Stretch Curveball (SCB), Stretch Fastball (SFB), Wind-Up
Curveball (WUCB) & Wind-Up Fastball (WUFB)

Foot Contact

Pairwise Comparison
SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

Pairwise Comparison
(sig)
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

Maximal External Rotation

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

Ball Release

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

Maximal Internal Rotation

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

* indicates p < .05, ** indicates p < .01

The Mauchly’s test of Sphericity showed significance for the biceps femoris peak
muscle activity at foot contact, maximal external rotation, ball release and maximal
internal rotation. Further analysis was performed with a Greenhouse-Geisser test. The
with-in subject differences were analyzed with the Greenhouse-Geisser test and showed
significance for the biceps femoris for peak muscle activity at foot contact, maximal
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external rotation, ball release and maximal internal rotation. With significance being
shown, a pairwise comparison was utilized to see specific results for pitch type and pitch
delivery combination. Significance was found between all pitch types and pitch delivery
combinations for foot contact, maximal external rotation, ball release and maximal
internal rotation. All of these results can be found in Table 4.19.
Table 4.19: Peak Biceps Femoris Activity for Stretch Curveball (SCB), Stretch Fastball (SFB), Wind-Up
Curveball (WUCB) & Wind-Up Fastball (WUFB)

Foot Contact

Pairwise Comparison
SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

Pairwise Comparison
(sig)
.002**
.000**
.002**
.024*
.007**
.001**

Maximal External Rotation

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.004**
.022**
.000**
.000**
.000**

Ball Release

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.002**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

Maximal Internal Rotation

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.004**
.002**
.023*
.000**
.000**
.000**

* indicates p < .05, ** indicates p < .01

The Mauchly’s test of Sphericity showed significance for the gastroc peak muscle
activity at foot contact, maximal external rotation, ball release and maximal internal
rotation. Further analysis was performed with a Greenhouse-Geisser test. The with-in
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subject differences were analyzed with the Greenhouse-Geisser test and showed
significance for the gastroc peak muscle activity at foot contact, maximal external
rotation, ball release and maximal internal rotation. With significance being shown, a
pairwise comparison was utilized to see specific results for pitch type and pitch delivery
combination. Significance was found between all pitch types and pitch delivery
combinations for foot contact and maximal internal rotation. All of the data at maximal
external rotation and ball release were considered having a negligible difference. All of
these results can be found in Table 4.20.
Table 4.20: Peak Gastrocnemius Activity for Stretch Curveball (SCB), Stretch Fastball (SFB), Wind-Up
Curveball (WUCB) & Wind-Up Fastball (WUFB)

Foot Contact

Pairwise Comparison
SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

Pairwise Comparison
(sig)
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

Maximal External Rotation

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

Ball Release

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

Maximal Internal Rotation

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

* indicates p < .05, ** indicates p < .01
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Mean values and standard deviations for the kinematic variables: elbow flexion,
elbow angular velocity, shoulder rotation and pelvis rotation of the stretch curveball,
stretch fastball, wind-up curveball and wind-up fastball can be found in Table 4.21, Table
4.22, Table 4.23 and Table 4.24 respectively.
If the repeated measures analysis (Mauchly’s test of Sphericity) ran for the
kinematic activity showed significance, further analysis was performed with a
Greenhouse-Geisser test. If significance was still found, a pair-wise analysis was
performed between pitch types and pitch delivery. Kinematic data was analyzed with
respect to pitch type and pitch delivery in combination with the four pitch phases (foot
contact (FC), max external rotation (MER), ball release (BR) and max internal rotation
(MIR)
Kinematic variables with respect to pitch type and pitch delivery in combination
with the four pitch phases (foot contact (FC), max external rotation (MER), ball release
(BR) and max internal rotation (MIR)
The repeated measures analysis (Mauchly’s test of Sphericity) ran for the phase
specific kinematic variable of elbow angular velocity found significance. With
significance shown in the first test further analysis was performed with a GreenhouseGeisser test. Significance was seen for the pitch type-pitch delivery combinations for all
four of the pitch phases (FC, MER, BR, MIR). The results can be seen in Table 4.25.
The repeated measures analysis (Mauchly’s test of Sphericity) ran for the phase
specific kinematic variable of shoulder rotation found significance. With significance
shown in the first test further analysis was performed with a Greenhouse-Geisser test.
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Significance was seen for the pitch type-pitch delivery combinations for all four of the
pitch phases (FC, MER, BR, MIR). The results can be seen in Table 4.26.
The repeated measures analysis (Mauchly’s test of Sphericity) ran for the phase
specific kinematic variable of pelvis rotation found significance. With significance shown
in the first test further analysis was performed with a Greenhouse-Geisser test.
Significance was seen for the pitch type-pitch delivery combinations for all four of the
pitch phases (FC, MER, BR, MIR). The results can be seen in Table 4.27.
Table 4.21: Stretch Curveball Mean Kinematic Data including Elbow Flexion, Elbow Angular Velocity,
Shoulder Rotation & Pelvis Rotation

Elbow Flexion
(Degrees)
Foot Contact
Maximal External
Rotation
Ball Release
Maximal Internal
Rotation

Shoulder Rotation
(Degrees)

Pelvis Rotation
(Degrees)

82.76±3.00

Elbow Angular
Velocity
(Degrees/sec)
24.84±3.58

128.57±2.16

75.47±4.42

79.86±3.01

1.61±2.83

30.84±5.72

60.90±3.95

29.53±2.91

-1349.47±5.06

82.56±5.02

88.51±.4.08

57.17±1.9

774.10±3.24

173.24±6.36

88.89±3.21

Table 4.22: Stretch Fastball Mean Kinematic Data including Elbow Flexion, Elbow Angular Velocity,
Shoulder Rotation & Pelvis Rotation

Elbow Flexion
(Degrees)
Foot Contact
Maximal
External Rotation
Ball Release
Maximal Internal
Rotation

Shoulder Rotation
(Degrees)

Pelvis Rotation
(Degrees)

85.71±2.40

Elbow Angular
Velocity
(Degrees/sec)
28.13±3.83

164.12±4.71

73.29±4.98

82.81±1.88

4.90±6.01

35.84±6.23

58.72±6.19

32.48±2.20

-1345.18±4.17

87.56±4.82

86.33±5.93

60.13±1.93

77.39±2.99

179.34±5.59

86.71±6.45

Table 4.23: Wind-Up Curveball Mean Kinematic Data including Elbow Flexion, Elbow Angular Velocity,
Shoulder Rotation & Pelvis Rotation

Elbow Flexion
(Degrees)
Foot Contact
Maximal
External Rotation

Shoulder Rotation
(Degrees)

Pelvis Rotation
(Degrees)

33.74±2.59

Elbow Angular
Velocity
(Degrees/sec)
37.90±7.24

154.90±3.18

79.47±5.83

92.41±2.01

6.76±5.90

35.51±4.47

93.99±6.01
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Ball Release
Maximal Internal
Rotation

33.68±2.48

-1078.21±7.96

69.60±5.02

96.72±5.97

55.08±1.92

308.96±8.64

140.92±3.96

91.89±6.78

Table 4.24: Wind-Up Fastball Mean Kinematic Data including Elbow Flexion, Elbow Angular Velocity,
Shoulder Rotation & Pelvis Rotation

Foot Contact
Maximal
External Rotation
Ball Release
Maximal Internal
Rotation

Elbow Flexion
(Degrees)

Elbow Angular
Velocity
(Degrees/sec)

Shoulder Rotation
(Degrees)

Pelvis Rotation
(Degrees)

36.49±2.40

46.43±8.00

161.67±12.15

74.36±2.71

95.16±1.61

15.29±5.81

55.89±14.21

88.87±3.10

36.43±1.87

-1069.23±7.26

89.98±13.24

91.61±2.26

57.83±2.3

317.49±8.80

146.30±14.48

86.77±3.39
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Figure 4.13: Elbow Flexion-Extension Angle during the four pitch phases
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Figure 4.14: Elbow Angular Velocity during the four pitch phases
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Figure 4.15: Shoulder Rotation Angle during the four pitch phases
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Figure 4.16: Pelvis Rotation Angle during the four pitch phases

The Mauchly’s test of Sphericity showed significance for elbow flexion at foot
contact, maximal external rotation, ball release and maximal internal rotation. Further
analysis was performed with a Greenhouse-Geisser test. The with-in subject differences
were analyzed with the Greenhouse-Geisser test and showed significance for elbow
flexion at foot contact, maximal external rotation, ball release and maximal internal
rotation. With significance being shown, a pairwise comparison was utilized to see
specific results for pitch type and pitch delivery combination. Significance was found
between all pitch types and pitch delivery combinations for foot contact, maximal
external rotation, ball release and maximal internal rotation. The results can be seen in
Table 4.28
Table 4.28: Elbow Flexion Results for Stretch Curveball (SCB), Stretch Fastball (SFB), Wind-Up
Curveball (WUCB) &Wind-Up Fastball (WUFB).

Pairwise Comparison
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Pairwise Comparison (sig)

Foot Contact

Maximal External Rotation

Ball Release

Maximal Internal Rotation

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUFB
SCB &WUCB
SFB& WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.002**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUFB
SCB &WUCB
SFB& WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.001**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUFB
SCB &WUCB
SFB& WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.001**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUFB
SCB &WUCB
SFB& WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.001**

* indicates p < .05, ** indicates p < .01

The Mauchly’s test of Sphericity showed significance for elbow angular velocity
at foot contact, maximal external rotation and ball release. Further analysis was
performed with a Greenhouse-Geisser test. The with-in subject differences were analyzed
with the Greenhouse-Geisser test and showed significance for elbow angular velocity at
foot contact, maximal external rotation, ball release and maximal internal rotation. With
significance being shown, a pairwise comparison was utilized to see specific results for
pitch type and pitch delivery combination. Significance was found between all pitch type
and pitch delivery combinations for foot contact, maximal external rotation, ball release
and maximal internal rotation, except for the stretch curveball and stretch fastball, wind-
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up curveball and wind-up fastball for foot contact, maximal external rotation, ball release
and maximal internal rotation. The results can be seen in Table 4.29
Table 4.29: Elbow Angular Velocity Results for Stretch Curveball (SCB), Stretch Fastball(SFB), Wind-Up
Curveball(WUCB) &Wind-Up Fastball(WUFB).
Pairwise Comparison

Foot Contact

Maximal External Rotation

Ball Release

Maximal Internal Rotation

Pairwise Comparison (sig)

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUCB
SCB& WUFB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.984
.011**
.007**
.000**
.016*
.948

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUCB
SCB& WUFB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.984
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUCB
SCB& WUFB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

. 984
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.948

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUCB
SCB& WUFB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.919
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000*
.948

* indicates p < .05, ** indicates p < .01
The Mauchly’s test of Sphericity showed significance for shoulder rotation at foot
contact, maximal external rotation, ball release and maximal internal rotation. Further
analysis was performed with a Greenhouse-Geisser test. The with-in subject differences
were analyzed with the Greenhouse-Geisser test and showed significance for shoulder
rotation at foot contact, maximal external rotation, ball release and maximal internal
rotation. With significance being shown, a pairwise comparison was utilized to see
specific results for pitch type and pitch delivery combination. Significance was found
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between all pitch types and pitch delivery combinations for foot contact, maximal
external rotation, ball release and maximal internal rotation. The results can be seen in
Table 4.30.
Table 4.30: Shoulder Rotation Results for Stretch Curveball (SCB), Stretch Fastball (SFB), Wind-Up
Curveball (WUCB) &Wind-Up Fastball (WUFB).
Pairwise Comparison
Pairwise Comparison (sig)

Foot Contact

Maximal External Rotation

Ball Release

Maximal Internal Rotation

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUFB
SCB &WUCB
SFB& WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.002**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUFB
SCB &WUCB
SFB& WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.003**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUFB
SCB &WUCB
SFB& WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.003**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUFB
SCB &WUCB
SFB& WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.002**

* indicates p < .05, ** indicates p < .01

The Mauchly’s test of Sphericity showed significance for pelvis rotation at foot
contact, maximal external rotation, ball release and maximal internal rotation. Further
analysis was performed with a Greenhouse-Geisser test. The with-in subject differences
were analyzed with the Greenhouse-Geisser test and showed significance for pelvis
rotation at foot contact, maximal external rotation, ball release and maximal internal
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rotation. With significance being shown, a pairwise comparison was utilized to see
specific results for pitch type and pitch delivery combination. Significance was found
between all pitch types and pitch delivery combinations for foot contact, maximal
external rotation, ball release and maximal internal rotation. The results can be seen in
Table 4.31
Table 4.31: Pelvis Rotation Results for Stretch Curveball (SCB), Stretch Fastball (SFB), Wind-Up
Curveball (WUCB) &Wind-Up Fastball (WUFB).
Pairwise Comparison
Pairwise Comparison (sig)
SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUFB
SCB &WUCB
SFB& WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUFB
SCB &WUCB
SFB& WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

Ball Release

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUFB
SCB &WUCB
SFB& WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

Maximal Internal Rotation

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUFB
SCB &WUCB
SFB& WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

Foot Contact

Maximal External Rotation

* indicates p < .05, ** indicates p < .01

Summary
Significant differences in pitch type and pitch delivery were seen with mean
muscle activity of the upper trap and biceps femoris at foot contact. Maximal external
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rotation had pairwise comparison differences in mean biceps activity, mean triceps
activity, mean upper trap activity, mean biceps femoris activity and mean gastroc muscle
activity. Mean muscle activity differences were seen at ball release with the biceps,
triceps, upper trap and gastroc. Maximal internal rotation has mean muscle activity
differences for the triceps, upper trap, lower trap, biceps femoris and gastroc. Peak
muscle activity at foot contact had significant differences in pairwise comparisons for the
biceps, triceps, upper trap, biceps femoris and gastroc. Triceps, upper trap and biceps
femoris all have significant difference in peak muscle activation during pitch type and
pitch delivery combinations at maximal external rotation. Ball release has peak muscle
activation differences for the triceps, upper trap, lower trap and biceps femoris during
pitch delivery and pitch type combinations. Peak muscle activation during maximal
internal rotation for the triceps, upper trap, biceps femoris and gastroc have significant
difference when comparing pitch type and pitch delivery variations.
Significant differences were found at foot contact, maximal external rotation, ball
release and maximal internal rotation for all of the combinations of the following
combinations: stretch curveball, stretch fastball, wind-up curveball and wind-up fastball
with respect to elbow flexion. Elbow angular velocity showed significant differences for
the stretch curveball and wind-up curveball, stretch curveball and wind-up fastball,
stretch fastball and wind-up curveball as well as stretch fastball and wind-up fastball at
foot contact, maximal external rotation, ball release and maximal internal rotation.
Significant difference is all variations of the stretch curveball, stretch fastball, wind-up
curveball and wind-up fastball were exhibited at foot contact, maximal external rotation,
ball release and maximal internal rotation for shoulder rotation. Pelvis rotation during the
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stretch curveball, stretch fastball, wind-up curveball and wind-up fastball combinations,
had significant differences at foot contact, maximal external rotation, ball release and
maximal internal rotation.
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION
This study wanted to compare lower extremity muscle activation patterns and
upper extremity muscle activation patterns as well as the kinematics associated with the
curveball pitch and the fastball pitch when pitching from the wind-up and stretch position
at the shoulder and elbow joint. The discussion section interprets the findings reported in
chapter four as well as list possible limitations to the study. The intention of the
discussion section is to add new knowledge to the topic of baseball pitching.

Discussion
The purpose of this study was to compare the lower extremity muscle and upper
extremity muscle activation patterns as well as the kinematics associated with the
curveball pitch and the fastball pitch when pitching from the wind-up and stretch position
at the shoulder and elbow joint. There are multiple hypotheses for this research study: 1)
there would be greater shoulder internal and external rotation for a fastball pitch from the
stretch delivery when compared to the wind-up delivery as well as when compared to a
curveball pitch, 2) the elbow flexion/extension and elbow angular velocity would be
greater at the elbow joint for a fastball pitch thrown from the stretch delivery when
compared to a wind-up delivery as well as a curveball pitch, 3) the pelvis rotation would
be greater for a fastball pitch thrown from the stretch position when compared to the
wind-up delivery as well as when compared to the curveball pitch, 4) the muscle
activation in the six muscles will show individualized activation patterns between the two
pitching stances during the six pitching phases. In agreement with our first, second and
third hypothesis, statistical differences were found between the two-pitch types and pitch
delivery combinations with respect to the shoulder joint, elbow joint and pelvis. In
agreement with the fourth hypothesis, significant differences were found in mean muscle
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activity as well as peak muscle activity between the six muscles tested and the pitch
delivery-pitch type combination within the four pitching phases (foot contact, maximal
external rotation, ball release and maximal internal rotation).
Statistical differences were found between all four of the combinations of pitch
types and pitch deliveries (stretch curveball, stretch fastball, wind-up curveball & windup fastball) for all four of the pitching phases (foot contact, maximal external rotation,
ball release, maximal internal rotation) with regards to pelvis rotation.
The stretch fastball had a significant increase in pelvis rotation at foot contact,
maximal external rotation, ball release and maximal internal rotation when compared to
the stretch fastball, wind-up curveball and wind-up fastball. The stretch fastball had a
significant increase in pelvis rotation when compared to the wind-up curveball and the
wind-up fastball at foot contact, maximal external rotation, ball release and maximal
internal rotation. The wind-up fastball, although having significantly less pelvis rotation
than the stretch fastball, did have a significant increase when compared to the wind-up
curveball and stretch curveball. All of the pelvis rotations can be referenced in Table
4.21-Table 4.24, Table 4.29- Table 4.31 and Figure 4.16.
The degree of pelvis rotation as seen in Table 1.24-Table 1.27 is closely related to
the amount of pelvis rotation reported by Stodden et al.[40] during foot contact, maximal
external rotation, ball release and maximal internal rotation. The pelvis rotation seen in
this study was also in agreement with the amount of pelvis rotation in that 2001 study by
Stodden[40] when in reference to the slight mechanical differences when pitching from
two different technique as well as pitching different types of pitches. Although the degree
of pelvis rotation is similar between the stretch curveball, stretch fastball, wind-up
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curveball and wind-up fastball, there is still a significant amount of change when
comparing the combinations to each other, meaning that when a baseball pitcher is
pitching from the stretch position or the wind-up position as well as pitching a fastball or
curveball, they will likely change the mechanics of the rotation of their pelvis to help
carry out the ball delivery.
Statistical differences were found between all four of the combinations of pitch
types and pitch deliveries (stretch curveball, stretch fastball, wind-up curveball & windup fastball) for all four of the pitching phases (foot contact, maximal external rotation,
ball release, maximal internal rotation for shoulder rotation.
The stretch fastball had a significant increase in shoulder rotation at foot contact,
maximal external rotation, ball release and maximal internal rotation when compared to
the stretch fastball, wind-up curveball and wind-up fastball. The stretch fastball had a
significant increase in shoulder rotation when compared to the wind-up curveball and the
wind-up fastball at foot contact, maximal external rotation, ball release and maximal
internal rotation. The wind-up fastball, although having significantly less shoulder
rotation than the fastball, did have a significant increase when compared to the wind-up
curveball for foot contact, ball release and maximal internal rotation as well as the stretch
curveball for foot contact, maximal external rotation, ball release and maximal internal
rotation. All of the shoulder rotations can be referenced in Table 4.21-Table 4.24, Table
4.29- Table 4.31 and Figure 4.15.
Keeley et al.[20] reported having very similar degrees of shoulder rotation for all
four of the pitch phases (foot contact, maximal external rotation, ball release and
maximal internal rotation). They found significant differences in the shoulder rotation for
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the traditional and slide step delivery for the maximal external rotation phase[20]. Keeley
et al. demonstrated that differences in the foot contact phase, ball release phase and
maximal internal rotation phase occurred, but not at the significant level (p < .05). The
findings of the Keely et al. [20] are in agreement with the findings of this study. We
found that the shoulder rotation was significantly different between both the curveball
and the fastball as well as the wind-up and stretch delivery. These findings are in support
with Stodden et al. [39] and Keeley et al. [20] that while it is common belief that the
fastball thrown from the stretch would be one of the safer pitches to throw, that is
actually false. The differences seen between the stretch and the wind-up as well as the
curveball and the fastball may indicate that there is an increase in the amount of shoulder
rotation when throwing from the stretch positon and when throwing the fastball. With the
results from this current study, the increase in shoulder rotation was seen when pitching a
fastball from the stretch when compared to the stretch curveball. However, with this
being said, the numeric values were very similar and the rotation of the shoulder changed
only a small amount for the stretch curveball.
The stretch fastball had a significant increase in elbow flexion at foot contact,
maximal external rotation, ball release and maximal internal rotation when compared to
the stretch curveball, wind-up curveball and wind-up fastball. The stretch curveball had a
significant increase in elbow flexion when compared to the wind-up curveball at foot
contact, maximal external rotation, ball release and maximal internal rotation. The windup fastball, although having significantly less elbow flexion than the stretch fastball, did
have a significant increase in the flexion at the elbow when compared to the wind-up
curveball and stretch curveball for foot contact, maximal external rotation, ball release
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and maximal internal rotation. Elbow flexion can be referenced in Table 4.21-Table 4.24,
Table 4.29- Table 4.31 and Figure 4.13.
Fleisig et al. [14] reported elbow flexion angles during the maximal external
rotation phase of the pitch cycle. The flexion at the elbow that he reported are in
comparison to the elbow flexion angles that were obtained from this study. He reported
no statistical differences in the elbow flexion range of motion from a fastball delivery and
a long-toss baseball delivery.
The stretch fastball had a significant increase in elbow angular velocity at foot
contact, maximal external rotation, ball release and maximal internal rotation when
compared to the wind-up curveball and wind-up fastball. The wind-up fastball, although
having significantly less elbow angular velocity than the stretch fastball, did have a
significant increase in the angular velocity at the elbow when compared to the wind-up
curveball and stretch curveball for maximal external rotation and ball release. Elbow
angular velocity can be referenced in Table 4.21-Table 4.24, Table 4.29- Table 4.31 and
Figure 4.14.
Werner et al. [42] reported that the elbow remains in a constant degree of flexion
from foot contact up until right before the maximal external rotation phase of the pitch
cycle where there is jump in the amount of elbow flexion as well as in increase in the
amount of elbow angular velocity. This jump that is seen right before the maximal
shoulder external rotation is an increase in elbow flexion followed by rapid elbow
extension as the pitcher starts to go through the arm acceleration phase of the pitch. The
change from elbow flexion to elbow extension is a quick movement as seen in the elbow
flexion/extension figure (4.13). These findings by Werner et al. [42] are in support of the
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elbow flexion and elbow angular velocity differences seen in this study, refer to Table
4.21-Table 4.24, Table 4.29- Table 4.31, Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14. As shown in the
Werner et al. [42] study and the Fleisig et al. [14] study the elbow flexion will be at its
greatest at the maximal external rotation phase while the elbow extension angular
velocity will be its greatest after the transition from the maximal external rotation to the
release of the ball. The same findings were found in this current study. The results can be
referred to in Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14.
Biceps activity was active until the onset of the extension of the elbow when the
triceps activity because very active[42]. This muscle activity finding by Werner et al. was
in support of the biceps muscle activity and triceps muscle activity seen in this current
study. Refer to Table 4.1-Table 4.4, Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 for mean muscle activation
of the biceps and triceps during the pitching phases as well as Table 4.11-Table 4.14,
Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 for peak biceps and triceps muscle activation during foot
contact, maximal external rotation, ball release and maximal internal rotation. Having
sufficient muscle strength is crucial in maintaining the ability the having proper pitching
mechanics. Campbell et al. [2] reported that over the course of the entire pitch cycle there
was a fluctuation of muscle for the gastrocnemius and biceps femoris having very similar
outcomes as what was seen in the mean and peak muscle activity for the biceps femoris
and gastrocnemius muscle activity in this study. Refer to Table 4.1-Table 4.4 for mean
muscle activity of the biceps femoris and gastrocnemius as well as Table 4.11- Table 4.14
for peak muscle activity for the biceps femoris and gastrocnemius. Figure 4 as.5 well as
Figure 4.6 are additional resources for the mean muscle activity of the biceps femoris and
mean muscle activity of the gastrocnemius respectively. Figure 4.11and Figure 4.12
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should be referenced for peak muscle activity of the biceps femoris and gastrocnemius
respectively. The findings from this study are in agreement with the results from Jobe et
al. [19] that the triceps muscle activity can be observed to be over 200% of the MVIC
amount whereas the biceps activity stays relatively close to a peak value of 33-36% of the
MVIC, refer to Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 for peak biceps and triceps muscle activation
during foot contact, maximal external rotation, ball release and maximal internal rotation.
The implication of the increase in muscle activity and the greater than MVIC values,
indicate that the lower extremity muscles are beneficial in incorporating in the pitching
research literature as well as play a role in the dynamic muscle strength needed in order
to complete a certain pitch type from a specific delivery. In this study, the stretch fastball
had the highest mean muscle activity and peak muscle activity for all six of the following
muscles: biceps, triceps, upper trapezius, lower trapezius, gastrocnemius and biceps
femoris. This outcome of having an increase in muscle activity during the stretch fastball
when compared to a wind-up fastball, stretch curveball and wind-up curveball has the
potential to indicate that pitching a fastball from the stretch may increase the muscle
activity can lead to other outcomes such as muscle injury, which would have to be
investigated further.

Limitations
There are various limitations that should be noted for taking place in this research
study. With regards to the surface electromyography sensors and marker placement,
there is always error present. To control for this error, a single investigator applied all
electromyography sensors and markers to avoid inter-tester variability. Errors involving
skin movement artifact should also be noted as markers were placed directly on skin and
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do not truly represent the bony landmarks. Along with skin movement artifact, the
amount of fatty tissue on an individual affected the placement of markers and did not
represent a true body landmark.
Subject’s compliance and understanding of instructions also appear as a limit to
this study. All subjects were asked to avoid any strenuous activity for twenty-four hours
(one-day) prior to data collection to help avoid muscle fatigue. Non-adherence to this
request could lead to not only misinterpretations of the maximum voluntary isometric
contraction, but also to the muscle activations see during the six phases of the pitch. It
was assumed that all subjects avoided strenuous activity.
The subject’s exertion level during the maximum voluntary isometric contraction
testing (MVIC) and the muscle activation during the six pitching phases are another
potential limitation for this study. Each subject was instructed to give their full effort
when performing the tests for their MVIC tests, however, this could not be controlled
between subjects for their own definition of giving a full effort. It was assumed that all
subjects were giving a full effort when performing both the MVIC tests and all pitching
tasks for this study.
Summary
Previous shoulder rotation, elbow flexion, elbow angular velocity and pelvis
rotation research on baseball pitching has been supported by the data in this study. The
kinematic trends for the figures of shoulder rotation, pelvis rotation, elbow flexion and
elbow angular velocity (Appendix: A) closely resemble the trends published in previous
baseball literature. Kinematic data broken down into the four pitch phases (foot contact,
maximal external rotation, ball release and maximal internal rotation) are also in close
proximity of previous published literature. The significant difference in this study are that
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the stretch fastball was found to have a distinction in values for degrees of rotation and
degrees per second in shoulder rotation, elbow flexion and extension, elbow angular
velocity and pelvis rotation when compared to the stretch curveball, which is in support
of previous literature.

CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSION
The purpose of this study was to compare the lower extremity muscle activation
patterns and upper extremity muscle activation patterns as well as the kinematics
associated with the curveball pitch and the fastball pitch when pitching from the wind-up
and stretch position at the shoulder and elbow joint. The conclusions section contains a
final summary of the study, conclusions based on the results of the study, and
recommendations for future research.

Summary
The biomechanical differences between different pitch types have been
studied[13, 15]. Abundant research has been conducted on change-up pitches, but little
research has been done on curveball pitching. The differences in the kinetics, kinematics
and temporal variables with the wind-up and stretch pitching have been studied with
respect to the fastball [6, 12, 20, 42]. There have been no studies that have researched the
kinetics, kinematics and temporal variables between the wind-up and stretch pitching
with respect to the curveball while also recording electromyographical muscle activation.
To further understand the role of the torso and pelvis during the pitching performance as
well as the kinetics, kinematics and temporal variables at the shoulder and elbow joint
during the wind-up and stretch pitching while throwing a curveball pitch, an investigation
of the muscles acting on the lumbopelvic-hip complex as well as the muscles in the lower
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extremity and the upper extremity should be conducted. Therefore, the purpose of this
study to compare the core muscle, lower extremity muscle, and upper extremity muscle
activation patterns as well as the kinematics associated with the curveball pitch and the
fastball pitch when pitching from the wind-up and stretch position at the shoulder and
elbow joint.
Based on the findings from this study, muscle activity does contribute to the
differences seen in pitch type and pitch delivery. Significant differences were seen in
mean muscle activity for the biceps, triceps, upper trapezius, lower trapezius,
gastrocnemius and biceps femoris for the stretch curveball, stretch fastball, wind-up
curveball and wind-up fastball during foot contact, maximal external rotation, ball
release, maximal internal rotation. The peak muscle activation for the biceps, triceps,
upper trapezius, lower trapezius, gastrocnemius and biceps femoris for the stretch
curveball, stretch fastball, wind-up curveball and wind-up fastball were also shown to
have significant differences during foot contact, maximal external rotation, ball release
and maximal internal rotation. The findings from this study are in agreement with the
results from Jobe et al. [19] that the triceps muscle activity can be observed to be over
200% of the MVIC amount whereas the biceps activity stays relatively close to a peak
value of 33-36% of the MVIC, Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 for peak biceps and triceps
muscle activation during foot contact, maximal external rotation, ball release and
maximal internal rotation. The implication of the increase in muscle activity and the
greater than MVIC values, indicate that the lower extremity muscles are beneficial in
incorporating in the pitching research literature as well as play a role in the dynamic
muscle strength needed in order to complete a certain pitch type from a specific delivery.
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This outcome of having an increase in muscle activity during the stretch fastball when
compared to a wind-up fastball, stretch curveball and wind-up curveball has the potential
to indicate that pitching a fastball from the stretch may increase the muscle activity and
therefore increase the risk of injury.
The stretch fastball had a significant increase in pelvis rotation at foot contact,
maximal external rotation, ball release and maximal internal rotation when compared to
the stretch curveball, wind-up curveball and wind-up fastball. The stretch fastball had a
significant increase in pelvis rotation when compared to the wind-up curveball and the
wind-up fastball at foot contact, maximal external rotation, ball release and maximal
internal rotation. The wind-up fastball, although having significantly less pelvis rotation
than the stretch fastball, did have a significant increase when compared to the wind-up
curveball and stretch curveball. All of the pelvis rotations can be referenced in Table
4.21-Table 4.24, Table 4.29- Table 4.16 and Figure 4.28. The pelvis rotation seen in this
study was also in agreement with the amount of pelvis rotation in that 2001 study by
Stodden[40] when in reference to the slight mechanical differences when pitching from
two different technique as well as pitching different types of pitches. Although the degree
of pelvis rotation is similar between the stretch curveball, stretch fastball, wind-up
curveball and wind-up fastball, there is still a significant amount of change when
comparing the combinations to each other, meaning that when a baseball pitcher is
pitching from the stretch position or the wind-up position as well as pitching a fastball or
curveball, they will likely change the mechanics of the rotation of their pelvis to help
carry out the ball delivery.
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The stretch fastball had a significant increase in shoulder rotation at foot contact,
maximal external rotation, ball release and maximal internal rotation when compared to
the stretch curveball, wind-up curveball and wind-up fastball. The wind-up fastball,
although having significantly less shoulder rotation than the stretch fastball, did have a
significant increase when compared to the wind-up curveball for foot contact, ball release
and maximal internal rotation as well as stretch curveball for foot contact, maximal
external rotation, ball release and maximal internal rotation. All of the shoulder rotations
can be referenced in Table 4.21-Table 4.24, Table 4.29- Table 4.31 and Figure 4.14. The
differences seen between the stretch and the wind-up as well as the curveball and the
fastball may indicate that there is an increase in the amount of shoulder rotation when
throwing from the stretch positon and when throwing the fastball. With the results from
this current study, the increase in shoulder rotation was seen when pitching a fastball
from the stretch when compared to the stretch curveball. However, with this being said,
the numeric values were very similar and the rotation of the shoulder changed only a
small amount for the stretch curveball.
The stretch fastball had a significant increase in elbow flexion at foot contact,
maximal external rotation, ball release and maximal internal rotation when compared to
the stretch curveball, wind-up curveball and wind-up fastball. The wind-up fastball,
although having significantly less elbow flexion than the stretch fastball, did have a
significant increase in the flexion at the elbow when compared to the wind-up curveball
and stretch curveball for foot contact, maximal external rotation, ball release and
maximal internal rotation. Elbow flexion can be referenced in Table 4.21-Table 4.24,
Table 4.29- Table 4.31 and Figure 4.13.
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Conclusion
Based on the results of this research study, the following conclusions are
warranted:
1. Mean muscle activation for the biceps, triceps, upper trap, lower trap,
bicep femoris and gastroc are greater for a fastball thrown from the
stretch when compared to a curveball thrown from the stretch.
2. Peak muscle activation for the biceps, triceps, upper trap, lower trap,
bicep femoris and gastroc are greater for a fastball thrown from the
stretch when compared to a curveball thrown from the stretch.
3. Mean muscle activation for the biceps, triceps, upper trap, lower trap,
bicep femoris and gastroc are greater for a curveball thrown from the
wind-up when compared to a fastball thrown from the wind-up.
4. Peak muscle activation for the biceps, triceps, upper trap, lower trap,
bicep femoris and gastroc are greater for a curveball thrown from the
wind-up when compared to a fastball thrown from the wind-up.
5. Stretch fastball kinematics (elbow flexion, elbow angular velocity,
shoulder rotation and pelvis rotation) were greater than the kinematics
represented from the stretch curveball, fastball from the wind-up and
the curveball from the wind-up.

Recommendations for Future Research
In the future, it would be helpful to perform a longitudinal study looking at a
magnitude of variables in a variety of age groups. This current study looked only at
individuals who had or were currently playing at a collegiate level, but did not encompass
higher level professional athletes or younger adolescent athletes. Looking into different
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age groups may lead to more knowledge on specific pitch types and specific delivery
types that are more functional for a certain range of ages and not for others.
Furthermore, it would be interesting and helpful to analyze the kinetics of both the
upper extremities and the lower extremities to see how that coincides with the kinematics
found in not only this research study but in future studies as well.
An additional study that would be intriguing to look into would be looking at the
effects of fatigue on the pitcher’s muscle activity, kinematic and kinetic variables. Since
baseball is a game that can last around three hours, looking at the muscle activity and
kinematics as well as kinematic every 20-30minutes for 3 hours would be more
applicable to determine if the duration of a baseball game plays a role in changes to not
only the kinematics of the pitcher but also their kinetics and muscle activity.
The whole picture of the pitching sequencing would be better encapsulated with
both kinematic variables and kinetic variables to show not only what motion occurs, but
why that motion occurs and how that motion transpires.
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Appendix B: Model
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Appendix C: Model Definition

Upper Arm:
A plane was formed using the shoulder joint center created by the acromioclavicular joint
marker (ACSH), the anterior shoulder marker (RASH or LASH) and posterior shoulder
marker (RPSH or LPSH). The vertical (Z) axis was defined as the vector beginning at
the midpoint between the anterior and posterior shoulder markers pointing toward the
shoulder joint center with that being the positive. The antero-posterior (Y) axis was
defined as the perpendicular to the plane created by the anterior and posterior shoulder
with the positive being anterior. The medio-lateral (X) axis was defined as the crossproduct of the Z and Y axis with the positive being directed to the right.
Forearm:
A plane was formed using the medial elbow marker (RMEL or LMEL) and lateral elbow
marker (RLEL or LLEL) and the medial wrist marker (RMWR or LMWR) and lateral
wrist marker (RLWR or LLWR). The vertical (Z) axis was defined as the vector forming
at the midpoint or the medial and lateral wrist markers toward the midpoint of the medial
and lateral elbow markers with that being the positive. The antero-posterior (Y) axis was
defined as the perpendicular to the plane created by the medial and lateral elbow and
wrist with the positive being anterior. The medio-lateral (X) axis was defined as the
cross-product of the Z and Y axis with the positive being directed to the right. Tracking
markers for the forearm were four markers (RTAA or LTAA, RBAA or LBAA, RBPA or
LBPA, and RTPA or LTPA).
Hand:
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The vertical (Z) axis was defined as the vector forming at the RMWR or LMWR and
pointing toward the RLWR or LLWR with that being the positive. The antero-posterior
(Y) axis was defined as the vector originating at the RMWR or LMWR and going
towards the midpoint between the R1MC or L1MC and the R5MC or L5MC with the
positive being the anterior. The medio-lateral (X) axis was defined as the cross-product
of the Z and Y axis with the positive being directed to the right.
Trunk:
A plane was formed using the proximal joint of C7, Sternum Jugular Notch (SJN), Right
Acromion (RAC), Left Acromion (LAC), Anterior Iliac Spine (RASI or LASI). The
medio-lateral (X) axis was defined as the midpoint between the RASI and LASI toward
the RASI. The vertical (Z) axis was defined as the perpendicular to the plane created by
the C7 and SJN markers. The antero-posterior (Y) axis was defined as the cross-product
of X and Z axis with positive being
Pelvis:
A CODA pelvis was used to create the pelvic coordinate structure. The plane was
defined using the RASI and LASI and the midpoint between the RPSI and LPSI. The
medio-lateral (X) axis was defined as the midpoint between the RASI and LASI toward
the RASI. The vertical (Z) axis was defined as the perpendicular to the plane created by
the ASIS and PSIS markers. The antero-posterior (Y) axis was defined as the crossproduct of X and Z axis with positive being anterior.
Thigh:
A plane was formed using the hip joint center created by the CODA pelvis and the medial
knee marker (RMKN or LMKN) and lateral knee marker (RLKN or LLKN). The
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vertical (Z) axis was defined as the vector beginning at the midpoint between the medial
and lateral knee markers pointing toward the hip joint center with that being the positive.
The antero-posterior (Y) axis was defined as the perpendicular to the plane created by the
medial and lateral knee with the positive being anterior. The medio-lateral (X) axis was
defined as the cross-product of the Z and Y axis with the positive being directed to the
right. Tracking markers for the thigh were five markers on the right (RTAT, RBAT,
RBPT, RTPT, and RMID) and four markers on the left (LTAT, LBAT, LBPT, and
LTPT).
Shank:
A plane was formed using the medial knee marker (RMKN or LMKN) and lateral knee
marker (RLKN or LLKN) and the medial ankle marker (RMAN or LMAN) and lateral
ankle marker (RLAN or LLAN). The vertical (Z) axis was defined as the vector forming
at the midpoint or the medial and lateral ankle markers toward the midpoint of the medial
and lateral knee markers with that being the positive. The antero-posterior (Y) axis was
defined as the perpendicular to the plane created by the medial and lateral knee and ankle
with the positive being anterior. The medio-lateral (X) axis was defined as the crossproduct of the Z and Y axis with the positive being directed to the right. Tracking
markers for the shank were four markers (RTAS or LTAS, RBAS or LBAS, RBPS or
LBPS, and RTPS or LTPS).
Foot:
The vertical (Z) axis was defined as the vector forming at the RDHE or LDHE and
pointing toward the RPHE or LPHE with that being the positive. The antero-posterior
(Y) axis was defined as the vector originating at the RDHE or LDHE and going towards
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the midpoint between the R1MH or L1MH and the R5MH or L5MH with the positive
being the anterior. The medio-lateral (X) axis was defined as the cross-product of the Z
and Y axis with the positive being directed to the right. Tracking markers for the foot
included RPHE or LPHE, RDHE or LDHE, RLHE or LLHE, and RTOE or LTOE.
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Appendix D: Anatomical Plane Definitions
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Appendix E: Expanded Statistic Data Tables
Table 1.8: Mean Biceps Brachii Activity for Stretch Curveball (SCB), Stretch Fastball (SFB), Wind-Up
Curveball (WUCB) & Wind-Up Fastball (WUFB)

Mauchly's
Test of
Greenhouse- Greenhouse- Pairwise
Sphericity Geisser (F)
Geisser (sig) Comparison

Foot Contact

Maximal External
Rotation

Ball Release

Maximal Internal
Rotation

.000**

.000**

.000**

.000**

668.269

658.426

679.198

657.367

* indicates p < .05,** indicates p < .01
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.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

Pairwise
Comparison
(sig)
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.002**

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.001**

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

1.10
1.01
1.00
.000
.000
1.02

Table 1.9: Mean Triceps Brachii Activity for Stretch Curveball (SCB), Stretch Fastball (SFB), Wind-Up
Curveball (WUCB) & Wind-Up Fastball (WUFB)

Mauchly's
Test of
Greenhouse- Greenhouse- Pairwise
Sphericity Geisser (F)
Geisser (sig) Comparison

Foot Contact

Maximal External
Rotation

Ball Release

Maximal Internal
Rotation

.000**

.000**

.000**

.000**

35810.3

28475

34869.2

36048.8

* indicates p < .05,** indicates p < .01
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.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

Pairwise
Comparison
(sig)
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.002**

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.001**

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.001**

Table 1.10: Mean Upper Trap Activity for Stretch Curveball (SCB), Stretch Fastball (SFB), Wind-Up
Curveball (WUCB) & Wind-Up Fastball (WUFB)

Mauchly's
Test of
Greenhouse- Greenhouse- Pairwise
Sphericity Geisser (F)
Geisser (sig) Comparison

Foot Contact

Maximal External
Rotation

Ball Release

Maximal Internal
Rotation

.000**

.000**

.000**

.000**

23.376

22.479

24.956

23.465

* indicates p < .05,** indicates p < .01
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.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

Pairwise
Comparison
(sig)
.000**
.000**
.000**
.334
.000**
.000**

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.001**

.001**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

Table 1.11: Mean Lower Trap Activity for Stretch Curveball (SCB), Stretch Fastball (SFB), Wind-Up
Curveball (WUCB) & Wind-Up Fastball (WUFB)

Mauchly's
Test of
Greenhouse- Greenhouse- Pairwise
Sphericity Geisser (F)
Geisser (sig) Comparison

Foot Contact

Maximal External
Rotation

Ball Release

Maximal Internal
Rotation

.000**

.000**

.000**

.000**

15.874

15.493

16.667

23.465

* indicates p < .05,** indicates p < .01
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Pairwise
Comparison
(sig)

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

.001**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

Table 1.12: Mean Biceps Femoris Activity for Stretch Curveball (SCB), Stretch Fastball (SFB), Wind-Up
Curveball (WUCB) & Wind-Up Fastball (WUFB)

Mauchly's
Test of
Greenhouse- Greenhouse- Pairwise
Sphericity Geisser (F)
Geisser (sig) Comparison

Foot Contact

Maximal External
Rotation

Ball Release

Maximal Internal
Rotation

.000**

.000**

.000**

.000**

24548.867

23686.216

24493.264

23967.948

* indicates p < .05,** indicates p < .01
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Pairwise
Comparison
(sig)

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

.001**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

Table 1.13: Mean Gastrocnemius Activity for Stretch Curveball (SCB), Stretch Fastball (SFB), Wind-Up
Curveball (WUCB) & Wind-Up Fastball (WUFB)

Mauchly's
Test of
Greenhouse- Greenhouse- Pairwise
Sphericity Geisser (F)
Geisser (sig) Comparison

Foot Contact

Maximal External
Rotation

Ball Release

Maximal Internal
Rotation

.000**

.000**

.000**

.000**

16908.97

16908.97

16908.97

16908.97

* indicates p < .05,** indicates p < .01
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Pairwise
Comparison
(sig)

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

.001**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

Table 1.18: Peak Biceps Brachii Activity for Stretch Curveball (SCB), Stretch Fastball (SFB), Wind-Up
Curveball (WUCB) & Wind-Up Fastball (WUFB)

Mauchly's
Test of
Greenhouse- Greenhouse- Pairwise
Sphericity Geisser (F)
Geisser (sig) Comparison

Foot Contact

Maximal External
Rotation

Ball Release

Maximal Internal
Rotation

.000**

.000**

.000**

.000**

52.319

52.319

52.319

52.319

* indicates p < .05, ** indicates p < .01
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Pairwise
Comparison
(sig)

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.002**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

1.00
.821
.342
1.00
1.00
1.00
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

Table 1.19: Peak Triceps Brachii Activity for Stretch Curveball (SCB), Stretch Fastball (SFB), Wind-Up
Curveball (WUCB) & Wind-Up Fastball (WUFB)

Mauchly's
Test of
Greenhouse- Greenhouse- Pairwise
Sphericity Geisser (F)
Geisser (sig) Comparison

Foot Contact

Maximal External
Rotation

Ball Release

Maximal Internal
Rotation

.000**

.000**

.000**

.000**

27287.487

27287.487

27287.487

27287.487

* indicates p < .05, ** indicates p < .01
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Pairwise
Comparison
(sig)

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

Table 1.20: Peak Upper Trap Activity for Stretch Curveball (SCB), Stretch Fastball (SFB), Wind-Up
Curveball (WUCB) & Wind-Up Fastball (WUFB)

Mauchly's
Test of
Greenhouse- Greenhouse- Pairwise
Sphericity Geisser (F)
Geisser (sig) Comparison

Foot Contact

Maximal External
Rotation

Ball Release

Maximal Internal
Rotation

.000**

.000**

.000**

.000**

2135.943

2135.943

2135.943

2135.943

* indicates p < .05, ** indicates p < .01
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Pairwise
Comparison
(sig)

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.001**

.001**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

Table 1.21: Peak Lower Trap Activity for Stretch Curveball (SCB), Stretch Fastball (SFB), Wind-Up
Curveball (WUCB) & Wind-Up Fastball (WUFB)

Mauchly's
Test of
Greenhouse- Greenhouse- Pairwise
Sphericity Geisser (F)
Geisser (sig) Comparison

Foot Contact

Maximal External
Rotation

Ball Release

Maximal Internal
Rotation

.000**

.000**

.000**

.000**

66.539

66.539

66.539

66.539

* indicates p < .05, ** indicates p < .01
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Pairwise
Comparison
(sig)

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

Table 1.22: Peak Biceps Femoris Activity for Stretch Curveball (SCB), Stretch Fastball (SFB), Wind-Up
Curveball (WUCB) & Wind-Up Fastball (WUFB)

Mauchly's
Test of
Greenhouse- Greenhouse- Pairwise
Sphericity Geisser (F)
Geisser (sig) Comparison

Foot Contact

Maximal External
Rotation

Ball Release

Maximal Internal
Rotation

.000**

.000**

.000**

.000**

133.55

133.55

133.55

133.55

* indicates p < .05, ** indicates p < .01
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Pairwise
Comparison
(sig)

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.002**
.000**
.002**
.024*
.007**
.001**

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.004**
.022**
.000**
.000**
.000**

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.002**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.004**
.002**
.023*
.000**
.000**
.000**

Table 1.23: Peak Gastrocnemius Activity for Stretch Curveball (SCB), Stretch Fastball (SFB), Wind-Up
Curveball (WUCB) & Wind-Up Fastball (WUFB)

Mauchly's
Test of
Greenhouse- Greenhouse- Pairwise
Sphericity Geisser (F)
Geisser (sig) Comparison

Foot Contact

Maximal External
Rotation

Ball Release

Maximal Internal
Rotation

.000**

.000**

.000**

.000**

8414.364

8414.364

8414.364

8414.364

* indicates p < .05, ** indicates p < .01
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Pairwise
Comparison
(sig)

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUCB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

Table 1.28: Elbow Flexion Results for Stretch Curveball (SCB), Stretch Fastball (SFB), Wind-Up
Curveball (WUCB) &Wind-Up Fastball (WUFB).

Mauchly's
Test of
Sphericity

Greenhous
e-Geisser
(F)

GreenhouseGeisser (sig)

Pairwise
Comparison

Pairwise
Comparison
(sig)

Foot Contact

.018*

32.319

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUFB
SCB &WUCB
SFB& WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.002**

Maximal
External
Rotation

.022*

86.537

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUFB
SCB &WUCB
SFB& WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.001**

Ball Release

.038*

97.182

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUFB
SCB &WUCB
SFB& WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.001**

Maximal
Internal
Rotation

.043*

91.869

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUFB
SCB &WUCB
SFB& WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.001**

* indicates p < .05, ** indicates p < .01
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Table 1.29: Elbow Angular Velocity Results for Stretch Curveball (SCB), Stretch Fastball(SFB), Wind-Up
Curveball(WUCB) &Wind-Up Fastball(WUFB).
Mauchly's Test
of Sphericity

GreenhouseGeisser (F)

GreenhouseGeisser (sig)

Pairwise Comparison

Pairwise
Comparison
(sig)

Foot Contact

.000**

11.856

0.001**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUCB
SCB& WUFB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.984
.011**
.007**
.000**
.016*
.948

Maximal
External
Rotation

.000**

25826.367

0.00**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUCB
SCB& WUFB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.984
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

Ball Release

.000**

4203.171

0.00**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUCB
SCB& WUFB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

. 984
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.948

Maximal
Internal
Rotation

.947

5150.688

0.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUCB
SCB& WUFB
SFB &WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.919
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000*
.948

* indicates p < .05, ** indicates p < .01
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Table 1.30: Shoulder Rotation Results for Stretch Curveball (SCB), Stretch Fastball (SFB), Wind-Up
Curveball (WUCB) &Wind-Up Fastball (WUFB).
Mauchly's
Greenhouse Greenhouse- Pairwise Comparison Pairwise
Test of
-Geisser (F) Geisser (sig)
Comparison
Sphericity
(sig)
Foot Contact
.000**
62.026
.000**
SCB &SFB
.000**
SCB&WUFB
.000**
SCB& WUFB
.000**
SCB &WUCB
.000**
SFB& WUCB
.000**
SFB& WUFB
.000**
WUFB & WUCB
.002**

Maximal
External
Rotation

.000**

66.008

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUFB
SCB &WUCB
SFB& WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.003**

Ball Release

.000**

65.902

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUFB
SCB &WUCB
SFB& WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.003**

Maximal
Internal
Rotation

.000**

66.058

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUFB
SCB &WUCB
SFB& WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.002**

* indicates p < .05 ,** indicates p < .01
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Table 1.31: Pelvis Rotation Results for Stretch Curveball (SCB), Stretch Fastball (SFB), Wind-Up
Curveball (WUCB) &Wind-Up Fastball (WUFB).
Mauchly's
Greenhouse- GreenhousePairwise
Pairwise
Test of
Geisser (F)
Geisser (sig)
Comparison
Comparison
Sphericity
(sig)
Foot Contact
.004**
143.121
.000**
SCB &SFB
.000**
SCB&WUFB
.000**
SCB& WUFB
.000**
SCB &WUCB
.000**
SFB& WUCB
.000**
SFB& WUFB
.000**
WUFB & WUCB
.000**

Maximal
External
Rotation

.003**

142.494

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUFB
SCB &WUCB
SFB& WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

Ball Release

.004**

142.857

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUFB
SCB &WUCB
SFB& WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

Maximal
Internal
Rotation

.004**

142.426

.000**

SCB &SFB
SCB&WUFB
SCB& WUFB
SCB &WUCB
SFB& WUCB
SFB& WUFB
WUFB & WUCB

.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

* indicates p < .05 ,** indicates p < .01
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Stewart E, Smidebush M, Simpson J, Knight A, Chander H, Shapiro R. Differences in
the Start Times of Swing Phases for Baseball Hitters of Varying Skill. Research
Quarterly for Exercise and Sport (In-Review).

Manuscripts in Preparation:
Smidebush M, Stewart E, Shapiro R. Electromyographically Analysis with
Kinematic Comparison Between Wind-Up and Stretch Pitching Case Study (InPreparation)
Stewart E, Smidebush M, Simpson J, Knight A, Chander H, Shapiro R. Analysis of the
Ground Reaction Forces for Baseball Hitters of Varying Skill (In-Preparation).

Stewart E, Smidebush M, Simpson J, Knight A, Chander H, Shapiro R. Analysis
of the
Muscle Activity for Baseball Hitters of Varying Skill (In-Preparation).
Peer Review Conference Thematic Presentations:
Stewart E, Smidebush M, Simpson J, Knight A, Chander H, Shapiro R. Analysis
of the Start Times for the Swing Phases for Baseball Hitters of Varying Skill.
Southeast American College of Sports Medicine, Chattanooga, TN, 2018.
Smidebush M, Stewart E, Shapiro R. Analysis of Peak and Mean Muscle
Activity for Baseball Hitters of Varying Skill. Southeast American College of
Sports Medicine, Chattanooga, TN, 2018.
Peer Review Conference Poster Presentations:
Simpson J, Stewart E, Smidebush M, Knight A, Chander H, Shapiro R. Analysis
of Vertical Ground Reaction Forces During the Baseball Swing in Hitters of
Different Skill Level. Southeast American College of Sports Medicine,
Chattanooga, TN, 2018.
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Peer Review Conference Power Point Presentations:
Smidebush M, Stewart E, Johnson B. Analysis of Muscle Activation and
Kinematic Comparisons Between Wind-Up and Stretch Pitching with Respect to
the Upper and
Lower Extremity Case Study. Mid-South Biomechanics Conference, Memphis,
TN, 2018
Stewart E, Smidebush M, Simpson J, Knight A, Chander H, Shapiro R. Analysis
of the Start Times for the Swing Phases for Baseball Hitters of Varying Skill.
Mid-South Biomechanics Conference, Memphis, TN, 2018
Smidebush M, Stewart E, Shapiro R. Analysis of Muscle Activation and
Kinematic Comparisons Between Wind-Up and Stretch Pitching with Respect to
the Upper and Lower Extremity. Spring Research Conference, Louisville, KY,
2018

Curriculum Experience:
The University of Kentucky
Undergraduate Courses
CHE 111-General Chemistry Lab I
CHE 113- General Chemistry Lab II

Invited Presentations:
2017
2018

2018

2018

2018

University of Kentucky Undergraduate Biomechanics Class (KHP415)
Southeast American College of Sports Medicine Abstract Presentation
• Analysis of Muscle Activity for Baseball Hitters of Varying
Skill
• Thematic Poster Session
Southeast American College of Sports Medicine Abstract Presentation
• Analysis of the Start Times for the Swing Phases for
Baseball Hitters of Varying Skill
• Thematic Poster Session
Mid-South Biomechanics Conference Abstract Presentation
• Analysis of Muscle Activation and Kinematic
Comparisons Between Wind-Up and Stretch Pitching with
Respect to the Upper and Lower Extremity Case Study
• PowerPoint Presentation Session
Spring Research Conference 2018
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•

2018

2018

Muscle Activation and Kinematic Comparisons Between
Wind-Up and Stretch Pitching with Respect to the Upper
and Lower Extremity
• PowerPoint Presentation
KHP 415 Biomechanics Class
• Full body kinetic chain presentation
• Upper extremity over-head movement presentation
Kinesiology & Health Promotion Research Seminar 2018
• Muscle Activation and Kinematic Comparisons Between
Wind-Up and Stretch Pitching with Respect to the Upper
and Lower Extremity
• PowerPoint Presentation

Professional and Academic Affiliations:
2014-present American Society of Biomechanics
2014-present Southeast Chapter of the American Society of Biomechanics
2014-present Southeast Chapter of the American College of Sports Medicine
2013-present American College of Sports Medicine

Certifications:
2009-present

Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation and Emergency Cardiac Care
Provider, American Red Cross and American Heart Association

Selected Honors and Awards:

Omicron Delta Kappa Honor Society (2017)
Who’s Who Among College Students (2017)
Cum Laude Honors Award (2016)
Chancellor's Honor Roll (2015,2016)
Order of Omega Honor Society (2014)
Rho Lambda Honor Society (2014)
Alpha Delta Epsilon Honor Society (2014)
PLUSE Honors Convocation (2014)
Gamma Beta Phi Honor Society (2014)
The Society for Collegiate Leadership and Achievement (2014)
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